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Summary

As the movement toward keeping backyard chickens continues to grow, many cities are facing the decision of whether to allow residents to keep chickens and, if so, how to effectively regulate the practice. A survey of municipal ordinances in the top 100 most populous cities in the United States that concern keeping and raising chickens offers lessons that may be applied to designing a model ordinance. This survey reveals that chickens are, perhaps surprisingly, legal in the vast majority of large cities. The survey also identifies regulatory norms and some effective and less effective ways to regulate the keeping of chickens. A proposed model ordinance, based on the background information and survey results, could be adopted by a city or easily modified to fit a city’s unique needs.

So much depends upon
a red wheel barrow
 glazed with rain water
 beside the white chickens.

William Carlos Williams, 1923.

The movement toward bringing agricultural practices into the city has continued to expand during the last decade. As we learn more about the problems with our modern commercial agricultural practices—like keeping large numbers of animals crowded in small indoor facilities with little or no access to fresh air or sunlight and growing vast amounts of corn and soy in a monoculture environment to feed those animals—many city-dwellers are taking it into their own hands to provide solutions. Community gardens are increasing in cities across the country. Market farms and even full-scale urban farms are popping up both in cities where the foreclosure epidemic has caused an abundance of abandoned properties and in cities where property has maintained or even increased in value. And, farmer’s markets have increased exponentially across the country—allowing smaller scale local farmers to directly link to consumers and sell their produce for far above the wholesale amounts they could get from selling through
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5. Hodgson, supra note 1, at 3-4.
more established channels like supermarkets and convenience stores. Part of the greater urban agriculture movement involves urban animal husbandry—raising livestock in an urban setting. While many cities have allowed for bees, goats, and other livestock in the city, this Article will focus on how cities regulate chickens. Many people in urban environments are seeking to raise chickens to assert control over their food. This may be in reaction to increasing reports of how large industrial farms raise chickens in abusive and unsanitary settings—settings that not only are unhealthy for the chickens but negatively affect the health of people who live near such farms, as well as anyone who eats the eggs or meat from those chickens. Many people view raising chickens and other urban agricultural practices as a way to combat a broken food system and a way to assert individual political power against the large corporations that control much of our food.

In response to a growing demand from city-dwellers to raise their own chickens, either as part of a community garden, urban farm, or just in their own backyard, cities across the country are amending their ordinances to allow for and regulate backyard chickens. This Article will first provide a primer on what a city-dweller should know about chickens. This is especially targeted to city-dwellers who serve as councilpersons, mayors, or law directors and know little or nothing about chickens. Because many municipal officials lack agricultural knowledge, they lack a basis for understanding whether chickens can peacefully co-exist with their constituents in a cosmopolitan area. And, even if officials believe that residents should be able to keep chickens, they may still feel unequipped to figure out how to properly regulate chickens to head off practical concerns with noise, odor, and nuisance.

Many people may be surprised to learn that even in cities where raising chickens is illegal, many people are doing so anyway. For instance, in a suburb of Cleveland, Jennifer, a young mother of two boys, built a coop in her backyard and bought four chicks. These chicks grew up to be egg-laying hens and family pets before she learned that her city outlawed chickens. The city told her that if she did not get rid of the chickens, she would be subject to continuing expensive citations for violating the city’s ordinance. Because both she and her children

---

had grown close to the hens, they did not want to simply dispose of them or give them away. Instead, Jennifer moved to a neighboring city that had recently passed an ordinance legalizing backyard hens and started a chicken cooperative.\textsuperscript{16} Now, a group of neighbors take turns caring for the chickens and share the eggs. Neither in the suburb where she started raising the chicks nor in the city where she started the cooperative did neighbors complain about odor, noise, or any other potential nuisance. And the suburb, by prohibiting chickens, lost the opportunity Jennifer was willing to provide to build strong community ties with her neighbors.\textsuperscript{17}

Instead of moving away, others are seeking to change the law to raise chickens in the city where they already live. For instance, Cherise Walker has been advocating for a new ordinance in her community.\textsuperscript{18} Ms. Walker is a veteran of the Iraq war who became interested in hens when she read that keeping chickens can help relieve post-traumatic stress disorder.\textsuperscript{19} She subscribes to \textit{Backyard Poultry\textemdash a magazine dedicated to backyard chickens};\textsuperscript{20} she became certified in hen-keeping by the Ohio State University Extension; and, she began assembling the materials to build a coop in her yard. But, she soon learned that her city outlaws hens as dangerous animals, placing them in the same category as lions, tigers, bears, and sharks.\textsuperscript{21} Unwilling to become an outlaw hen-keeper, she, like countless others across the country, is attempting to lobby her mayor and city council-people to educate them about chickens and encourage them to adopt a more chicken-friendly ordinance.\textsuperscript{22}

Because of the growing popularity of keeping backyard chickens, cities can benefit from well-thought-out ordinances that avert possible nuisance and make it easy and clear for would-be chicken owners to find out what they need to do to comply with the law.

Changing these ordinances, however, is often a contentious issue.\textsuperscript{23} It has caused one mayor in Minnesota to say, “there is a lot of anger around this issue for some reason. More than the war by far.”\textsuperscript{24} City leaders are understandably concerned that chickens may cause nuisances.\textsuperscript{25} They have raised such concerns as decreasing property values\textsuperscript{26} and increasing greenhouse emissions,\textsuperscript{27} as well as concerns about excessive clucking and overwhelming odors bothering the neighbors.\textsuperscript{28} Some express the belief that chickens, and other agricultural practices, simply do not belong in cities.\textsuperscript{29} The controversy over backyard chicken regulation has been so contentious that at least one law review article uses it as a case study for the Coase theorem to illustrate how we unnecessarily inflate the costs of processes related to legal change.\textsuperscript{30}

In Part I, this Article will discuss the benefits of backyard chickens. Part II will investigate concerns that many people have with keeping chickens in the city. Part III will provide some background about chickens and chicken behavior that municipalities should understand before crafting any ordinance. Part IV will survey ordinances related to keeping chickens in the 100 most populous cities in the United States, identifying regulatory norms and particularly effective and ineffective means of regulation. Finally, Part V will put forward a model ordinance that regulates keeping chickens in an urban setting while providing sufficient regulation to abate nuisance concerns.

\footnotesize{16. \textit{Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances} §§205.04, 347.02 (2011).
17. \textit{See infra Part I.E. (discussing how participating in urban agriculture can increase social connections and civic responsibility)}.
18. \textit{Interview with Jennifer, July 18, 2011 (on file with author)}.
19. Megan Zotterelli, \textit{Veteran Farming, The Leaflet: Newsletter of the Central Coast Chapter of California Rare Fruit Growers} (July/Aug. 2011), http://centralcoastfruit.com/2011/08/veterans-farming/ (noting that the Farmer Veterans Coalition that seeks to link veterans with farming has done so not only to provide veterans with economic opportunities, but because “the nurturing environment of a greenhouse or a hatchery has helped these veterans make impressive strides in their recovery and transition”).
22. \textit{Interview with Cherise Walker, Mar. 18, 2012 (on file with author)}.
23. Barak Y. Orbach & Frances R. Sjoberg, \textit{Debating Over Backyard Chickens}, Arizona Legal Studies, Discussion Paper No. 11-02 (Feb. 2012) (listing conflicts in dozens of cities where people were seeking to change ordinances to either legalize or ban chickens); \textit{see also Salkin, supra note 9, at 1 (describing criticism of efforts to allow chickens in neighborhoods as including “worry that property values will plummet, that chickens will create foul odors and noise, and that they will attract coyotes, foxes, and other pests”)}.
29. Orbach & Sjoberg, \textit{supra} note 23, at 19 (citing one mayor from Franklinton, Louisiana, as stating the “city has changed and grown so much since the original ordinance. We are trying to look to the future. You can’t raise animals or livestock (in the city).”); Barry Y. Orbach & Frances R. Sjoberg, \textit{Excessive Speech, Civility Norms, and the Clucking Theorem}, \textit{44 CONN. L. REV.} 1 (2011) (stating that an alderman in Chicago was seeking to ban chickens in part because, “[a]ll things considered, I think chickens should be raised on a farm”); Jerry Kaufman & Martin Bulkeley, \textit{Farming Inside Cities}, \textit{13 LANDLINES} 1 (2001).
30. \textit{See Orbach & Sjoberg, supra note 29}.
I. The Benefits of Backyard Chickens

In 1920, an elementary school textbook recommended that every family in America keep a small flock of backyard chickens. The textbook provided that “every family is better off for having a few chickens, provided they are kept out of the garden and at a suitable distance from any house.” It noted that of the millions of dollars worth of eggs that were sold each year at that time, comparatively little came from large poultry farms, but came instead “from the hundreds and thousands of farms and town lots where a few chickens and other fowls are kept in order that they may turn to profit food materials that otherwise would be wasted.” The textbook asserted that chickens were a good value because, as scavengers and omnivores, it was relatively cheap to feed them scraps and receive in return fresh eggs. Also, the textbook championed city flocks because chickens eat insects and thus prevent the increase of insect pests.

The U.S. government was in agreement with the textbook’s advice. During World War I, the United States exhorted every person in America to raise chickens. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) issued posters with titles like “Uncle Sam Expects You to Keep Hens and Raise Chickens.” One such poster encourages chicken ownership by exhorting that “even the smallest backyard has room for a flock large enough to supply the house with eggs.” The poster goes on to say that because chickens eat table scraps and require little care, every household should contribute to a bumper crop of poultry and eggs in 1918.

These recommendations are still valid today, as many are reevaluating the suburbanization of America that occurred after World War II and reincorporating agricultural practices into daily life. Keeping domesticated fowl has been a part of human existence for millennia, and only in the last century has been seen as something that should be kept separate from the family and the home. While humanity has long understood the benefits of keeping domesticated chickens, many city-dwellers have lost touch with what chickens have to offer. There continue to be many benefits to raising hens. Some of the benefits are apparent—like getting fresh free eggs. Some are less apparent—like hen manure being a surprisingly pricey and effective fertilizer and research findings that urban agricultural practices in general raise property values and strengthen the social fabric of a community. The benefits of keeping hens will be discussed more thoroughly below.

A. Chickens Are a Source of Fresh Nutritious Eggs

The most obvious benefit of keeping chickens in the backyard is the eggs. A hen will generally lay eggs for the first five to six years of her life, with peak production in the first two years. Hens lay more during the spring and summer months when they are exposed to more light because of the longer days. Hens also lay far more eggs when they are younger, starting off with between 150 to 300 eggs per year depending on the breed and dwindling down by about 20% each year. Young hens or pullets often start out lay-
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ing abnormal-looking or even double-yolked eggs, but as they mature begin laying more uniform eggs. 44 Although hens can live up to 15 or even 20 years, the average hen’s lifespan is between four to eight years, so most hens will lay eggs during most of their life—but production will drop off considerably as they age. 45

Although some have argued that raising backyard chickens will save money that would have been used to buy eggs over time, this claim is dubious. 46 It would take many years to recoup the cost of the chickens, the chicken feed, and the coops. 47 But cost is only part of the equation.

Eggs from backyard hens have been scientifically shown to taste better. 48 First, they taste better because they are fresher. 49 Most eggs bought in a grocery store are weeks if not months old before they reach the point of sale. 50 Recent studies in agriculture science, moreover, demonstrate that if a chicken is allowed to forage for fresh clover and grass, eat insects, and is fed oyster shells for calcium, her eggs will have a deeper colored yolk, ranging from rich gold to bright orange, and the taste of the egg will be significantly fresher. 51

Next, eggs from backyard hens are more nutritious. 52 Poultry scientists have long known that a hen’s diet will affect the nutrient value of her eggs. 53 Thus, most commercial hens are subjected to a standardized diet that provides essential nutrients; but even with this knowledge, large-scale operations cannot provide chickens with an optimal diet under optimal conditions. 54 Tests have found that eggs from small-flock pasture-raised hens actually have a remarkably different nutritional content than your typical store-bought egg—even those certified organic. 55 This is because backyard chickens can forage for fresh grass and other greens and get access to insects and other more natural chicken food. 56 The nutritional differences may also be attributed to the fact that hens are less stressed because they are kept in a more natural environment with exposure to sun, weather, and adequate companionship. 57 Scientific nutritional analyses have proven that eggs from hens that are kept in small flocks and allowed to forage, when compared with store-bought eggs, have

- 1/3 less cholesterol
- 1/4 less saturated fat
- 2/3 more vitamin A
- 2 times more omega-3 fatty acids
- 3 times more vitamin E
- 7 times more beta-carotene. 58

Thus, four to six hens can easily provide enough eggs for a typical household and sometimes enough for the neighbors as well. And, the eggs are more nutritious, fresher, and tastier than those available in stores.

B. Chickens Provide Companionship as Pets

Many people who own a small flock of chickens consider their chickens to be pets and a part of their family—just like a dog or a cat. 59 Chickens have personalities, and many people and children bond with them just like any other pet. 60 Several forums exist on the Internet where people can trade stories about hen antics 61 or debate what breed of chicken is best for children. 62 Chicken owners tend to name their hens, and many can easily describe each hen’s temperament and personality. 53

Perhaps recognizing this, many cities, as shown below, actually regulate chickens as pets—and place no further burden on chicken owners than it would on dog or cat owners. 64

C. Chicken Manure Is a Surprisingly Valuable Fertilizer

Chicken manure is an excellent and surprisingly valuable fertilizer. Currently, 20-pound bags of organic chicken manure fertilizer can fetch a price of between $10 and
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Poultry waste has long been used as a fertilizer—it provides necessary nutrients for plants and works well as an addition to compost. Large amounts of uncomposted chicken manure applied directly to a garden will overwhelm or burn the plants, because its nitrogen content is too high. But, the amount of manure that a backyard flock of four to six hens would produce is not enough to harm the plants and can be beneficial to a home garden, even without first being composted.

A small flock of chickens, moreover, does not actually produce much manure. A fully grown four-pound laying hen produces approximately a quarter-pound of manure per day. In comparison, an average dog produces three-quarters of a pound per day, or three times as much waste as one hen. As cities have been able to deal with waste from other pets like dogs and cats with proper regulation, even though there is no market for their waste, cities should be confident that the city and chicken owners can properly manage chicken waste.

D. Chickens Eat Insects

Chickens, like other birds, eat insects such as ants, spiders, ticks, fleas, slugs, roaches, and beetles. Chickens also occasionally eat worms, small snakes, and small mice. Insects provide protein that the chickens need to lay nutritionally dense eggs. Small flocks of chickens are recommended as a way to eliminate weeds, although a chicken does not discriminate between weeds and plants and, if left in a garden for too long, will eat the garden plants as well. But, because chickens like to eat insects and other garden pests, allowing the chicken occasional and limited access to a garden can eliminate a need to use chemicals or other insecticides and prevent insect infestations.

E. Chickens Help Build Community

Several studies have found that urban agriculture can increase social connections and civic engagement in the community. Agricultural projects can provide a centerpiece around which communities can organize and, by doing so, become more resilient. Building a sense of community is often especially valuable for more marginalized groups—like recent immigrants and impoverished inner-city areas.

Keeping chickens easily fits into the community-building benefit of urban agriculture. Because chickens lay more eggs in the spring and summer, an owner often has more eggs than he can use: neighbors, thus, become the beneficiaries of the excess eggs. Because chickens are still seen as a novelty in many communities, many chicken owners help to educate their neighbors and their communities by inviting them over for a visit and letting neighbors see the coops and interact with the chickens. Finally, like the example of Jennifer above, keeping chickens can become a community endeavor; many people have formed chicken cooperatives where neighbors band together to share in the work of tending the hens and also share in the eggs.

II. Cities’ Concerns With Backyard Hens

Never mind what you think.
The old man did not rush
Recklessly into the coop at the last minute.
The chickens hardly stirred
For the easy way he sang to them.

Bruce Weigl, Killing Chickens, 1999.
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A. Noise

The most frequently expressed concern is that hens will be noisy. This may come from associating roosters with hens. Roosters are noisy.81 Hens are not particularly noisy. While they will cluck, the clucking is neither loud nor frequent.82 The clucking of hens is commonly compared to human conversation—both register around 65 decibels.83 By contrast, the barking of a single dog can reach levels well over 100 decibels.84

It should also be noted that chickens have a homing instinct to roost and sleep at night. A hen will return to her coop at night and generally fall asleep before or at sun-down.85 Thus, there should be little concern with clucking hens disturbing a neighborhood at night.

B. Odor

Many people are concerned that chicken droppings will cause odors that reach neighbors and perhaps even affect the neighborhood. These concerns may stem from publicized reports of odors from large poultry operations.86 While it is no doubt true that the odors coming from these intensive commercial-scale chicken farms is overwhelming and harmful,87 these operations often have hundreds of thousands of chickens in very small spaces.88

Most of the odor that people may associate with poultry is actually ammonia. Ammonia, however, is a product of a poorly ventilated and moist coop.89 Coop designs for backyard hens should take this into account and allow for proper ventilation. And, if coops are regularly cleaned, there should be little to no odor associated with the hens.90

C. Diseases

Two diseases are frequently raised in discussions of backyard hens: avian flu and salmonella. For different reasons, neither justifies a ban on backyard hens.91

First, with the attention that avian flu has received in the past few years, some have expressed a concern that allowing backyard chickens could provide a transition point for an avian virus to infect humans.92 While no one can predict whether this virus will cross over to cause widespread illness or how it might do so, it is important to note that avian flu, right now, would have to mutate for it to become an illness that can spread from person to person.93 Even the H5N1 strain of the virus, a highly pathogenic form that garnered news in the early 2000s because it infected humans, is very difficult for humans to catch and has not been shown to spread from person to person.94 And that strain of the virus does not exist in the United States—it has not been found in birds, wild or domestic, in North or South America.95

Encouraging a return to more small-scale agriculture, moreover, may prevent such a mutation from occurring. Many world and national governmental health organizations that are concerned with the possible mutation of avian flu link the increased risks of disease to the intensification of the processes for raising animals for food—in other words, large-scale factory farms.96 For instance, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) blamed “the intensification of food-animal production” in part on the increasing threat.97 The Council for Agricultural Science and Technology, an industry-funded group, created a task force including experts from the World Health Organization, the World Organization for Animal Health, and the USDA, and issued a report in 2006 finding that modern intensive animal farming techniques increase the risk of new virulent diseases.98 The report stated “a major impact of modern intensive production systems is that they allow the rapid selection and amplification of pathogens that arise from a virulent ancestor (frequently by
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subtle mutation), thus, there is increasing risk for disease entrance and/or dissemination.\textsuperscript{99} The report concludes by stating, “because of the Livestock Revolution, global risks of disease are increasing.”\textsuperscript{100} It is for this reason that many believe that the movement toward backyard chickens and diverse small-scale poultry farming, rather than being a problem, is a solution to concerns about mutating avian viruses.\textsuperscript{101}

Another theory for how an avian flu mutation may occur is that it will first occur in wild birds that could pass it on to domesticated birds.\textsuperscript{102} In this case, backyard hens could provide a transition point. For this reason the USDA, rather than advocating a ban on backyard hens, has instead offered some simple-to-follow precautionary procedures for small flock owners: the USDA counsels backyard bird enthusiasts to separate domesticated birds from other birds by enclosing coops and runs, to clean the coops regularly, and to wash their hands before and after touching the birds.\textsuperscript{103}

Another illness that causes concern because it can be transferred to humans is salmonella.\textsuperscript{104} Chickens, like other common household pets—including dogs, turtles, and caged birds—can carry salmonella.\textsuperscript{105} For this reason, the CDC counsels that people should wash their hands after touching poultry, should supervise young children around poultry, and make sure that young children wash their hands after touching chicks or other live poultry.\textsuperscript{106}

Chickens, like other pets, can get sick and carry disease. But public health scholars have found that there is no evidence that the incidence of disease in small flocks of backyard hens merits banning hens in the city and counsel city officials to regulate backyard hens like they would any other pet.\textsuperscript{107}

D. Property Values

Another common concern is that keeping backyard chickens will reduce surrounding property values.\textsuperscript{108} Several studies, however, have found that agricultural uses within the city actually increase property values.\textsuperscript{109} Community gardens increase neighboring property values by as much as 9.4\% when the garden is first implemented.\textsuperscript{110} The property value continues to increase as the gardens become more integrated into the neighborhood.\textsuperscript{111} The poorest neighborhoods, moreover, showed the greatest increase in property values.\textsuperscript{112} Studies have also found that rent increased and the rates of home ownership increased in areas surrounding a newly opened community garden.\textsuperscript{113}

Studies concerning pets, moreover, find that apartment owners can charge higher rent for concessions such as allowing pets.\textsuperscript{114} Thus, accommodating pets has been shown to raise property values.

As of yet, no studies have been done on how backyard chickens in particular affect property values, but given that communities express little concern that other pets, such as dogs or cats, reduce property values, and given research showing that pets and urban agricultural practices can increase them, there is little reason to believe that allowing backyard chickens will negatively affect them.\textsuperscript{115}

E. Slaughter

Some people are concerned that chicken owners will kill chickens in the backyard.\textsuperscript{116} People are concerned that it may be harmful to children in the neighborhood to watch a chicken being killed and prepared for a meal.\textsuperscript{117} Others are concerned that backyard slaughter may be unsanitary.\textsuperscript{118}

First, many who raise chickens keep the hens only for the eggs.\textsuperscript{119} Most egg-laying breeds do not make for tasty meat.\textsuperscript{120} Many people become attached to their chickens, as they would a cat or a dog, and treat a death...
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similarly.\textsuperscript{121} Veterinarians, moreover, have avenues for disposing of dead animals that are generally accepted in most communities.\textsuperscript{122}

But, if a person did want to use her chickens for meat, there are other methods for butchering a chicken rather than doing so in the backyard. As part of the local food movement, small-scale butchers have made a comeback in the last few years, and many are particularly interested in locally raised animals.\textsuperscript{123} Thus, legalizing backyard chickens does not necessarily mean that a city must also legalize backyard chicken slaughtering.\textsuperscript{124}

\textbf{F. Greenhouse Gases}

Although worries that chickens will increase greenhouse gases appears to be a bit over the top, at least one city raised this as a concern when contemplating allowing chickens. In Montgomery, Ohio, at least one city council member was fearful that allowing chickens to be raised in the city might contribute to global warming.\textsuperscript{125}

While chickens do produce methane as a natural byproduct of digestion just like any other animal (including humans), the amount they produce is negligible in comparison to other livestock. Methane production is a concern largely confined to ruminant animals, such as cows, goats, and buffaloes.\textsuperscript{126} These animals produce a large amount of methane every year because of the way in which they digest carbohydrates.\textsuperscript{127} Cows produce an average of 55 kilograms (kg) per year per cow.\textsuperscript{128} A goat will produce 5 kg per year, a pig 1.5, and a human 0.05.\textsuperscript{129} Chickens, because they are nonruminant animals, and because they are much smaller than humans, produce less than 0.05 kg per year per chicken.\textsuperscript{130}

Finally, there is no reason to believe that an urban chicken would cause a net increase in the production of methane. A person who gets her eggs from her pet hen will likely be buying fewer eggs from the supermarket. Thus, there is unlikely to be a net increase in egg consumption, so there is unlikely to be a net increase in chickens. Thus, any increase in methane production caused by urban chickens is not only negligible, but also likely offset by a decrease in rural chickens.\textsuperscript{131}

\textbf{G. Winter Weather}

Northern cities may be concerned that their climate is not suitable for chickens. Chickens, however, were bred to thrive in certain climates. There are breeds of chicken that are more suited to warm or even hot climates. And, there are chickens that were bred specifically to thrive in colder weather, such as Rhode Island Reds or Plymouth Rocks.\textsuperscript{132}

While even cold-hardy breeds can be susceptible to frostbite in extreme winter weather, a sturdy coop with some extra insulation and perhaps a hot water bottle on frigid nights can protect the birds from harm.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{H. Running Wild}

Of all of the chicken ordinances that this Article will later discuss, it appears that one of the most popular regulations is to prohibit chickens running wild in the streets.\textsuperscript{134} Chickens, like dogs and cats, sometimes escape their enclosures. While it would be irresponsible to presume that no chicken will ever escape its enclosure, city officials can rest assured that chicken keepers do not want to see their hens escape any more than city officials want to see hens running loose on the streets.

For this reason, and also to protect against predators, cities should ensure that chickens are kept in an enclosure at all times.

\textbf{III. Some Necessary Background on Hens for Developing Urban Hen-Keeping Ordinances}

His comb was finest coral red and tall,  
And battlemented like a castle wall.  
His bill was black and like the jet it glowed,  
His legs and toes like azure when he strode.  
His nails were whiter than the lilies bloom,  
Like burnished gold the color of his plume.

\textit{Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, The Nun’s Priest’s Tale} \textsuperscript{135}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{122} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{124} \textit{But see Simon v. Cleveland Heights, 188 N.E. 308, 310 (Ohio Ct. App. 1933) (holding that a ban on poultry slaughtering applied to a small business butcher violated the Ohio Constitution because it prohibited the conduct of a lawful business).}
\item \textsuperscript{127} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{128} Paul J. Crutzen et al., \textit{Methane Production by Domestic Animals, Wild Ruminants, Other Herbivorous Fauna and Humans}, 388 TELLUS B. 271-74 (July-Sept. 1986).
\item \textsuperscript{129} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{130} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{131} Letter from Brian Woodruff, Environmental Planner Department of Natural Resources, to Cameron Gloss (June 12, 2008), http://www.scribd.com/doc/16509728/Changing-Your-Citys-Chicken-Laws.
\item \textsuperscript{132} \textit{Litv., supra note 7, at 119.
\item \textsuperscript{133} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{134} See infra Part IV.C.5.a.
\item \textsuperscript{135} Ronald Ecker trans., Hodge & Braddock Publishers 1993.
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A. Hens Are Social Animals

Chickens are social animals and do better if they are kept in flocks.136 Chickens can recognize one another and can remember up to 50 or 60 other chickens.137 Because of this, large flocks of chickens, like those found in most intensive farming operations, are socially unstable and can cause aggressive behavior.138 In the wild, most flocks form subgroups of between four to six chickens.139

Chickens show affiliative behavior, eating together, preening together, gathering together in small groups if they are given space to do so, and sleeping at the same time.140 Chickens also learn behaviors from one another—for instance, chickens that watch another trained chicken peck a key to obtain food will learn this task more quickly.141

Because chickens are flock animals, a chicken left alone generally will not thrive.142 An isolated hen will often exhibit disturbed and self-destructive behaviors, like chasing its own tail and exhibiting excessive aggression.143 Because eating is social behavior, there are some reports that single chickens stop eating or eat less.144 While scientific studies have yet to prove that a hen feels loneliness,145 backyard hen enthusiasts are well aware that an isolated hen will often appear depressed or ill.146

B. The Pecking Order

We often use the term pecking order to describe a hierarchy in a community. The term comes from the tendency for chickens to peck at one another and display aggressive behavior until a hierarchy is established.147 Once the hierarchy is established, the aggressive behavior will lessen or even abate until new birds are added to the flock or until a hen mounts a challenge to someone above her in the pecking order.148

Studies have shown, however, that incidence of pecking is greatly reduced when hens are kept in lower densities.149 (Feather pecking is often a problem in large-scale chicken farms.) When densities were approximately six or fewer birds per 10 square feet, pecking behaviors abated or were significantly reduced.150

Because a new introduction into the flock will upset the pecking order, some farmers advocate for introducing at least two hens at a time.151 This will help spread out the abuse that could be laid on a solitary young hen. It will also more fully upset the pecking order, so that the birds are forced to find a new hierarchy that will include the new birds instead of leaving one isolated hen at the bottom of the flock.152

For these reasons, chicken owners should always be allowed to keep, at a minimum, four chickens. This ensures that city regulations do not stand in the way of good flock management: if any hens are lost through injury, illness, or old age, the chicken owner can ensure that the flock never goes below two hens before seeking to add new hens. This will also allow the owner to introduce new hens into the flock two at a time.

C. Chickens and Predators

Backyard hens in a metropolitan area may, in some ways, be better protected from predators than their rural counterparts, because there are fewer predators in the city. The more prevalent chicken predators in the United States—foxes, coyotes, and bobcats—are found less often in the city than they are in more rural areas.154 Other predators, however, such as hawks and raccoons, are frequently found in the city.155

These predators are one reason why chickens must have sturdy coops that are designed to protect hens from assault. Chickens have an instinct to return to their coop each night.156 And most predators are more active at night when...
the chickens are sleeping in their coops.\textsuperscript{157} While there is no guarantee that predators will not find a way to prey on chickens, ensuring that coops are sturdily built with the intention to keep out predators can help ameliorate concerns with predators.\textsuperscript{158}

\textbf{D. Roosters Like to Crow}

Even city-dwellers who have never met a rooster know that roosters crow. But the popular belief, passed on in children's cartoons, that roosters crow in the morning like an alarm clock to welcome the rising sun is largely a myth. Roosters may crow in the morning, but they also crow in the afternoon or evening or, basically, whenever they feel like it.\textsuperscript{159} While the frequency of crowing depends on the breed and the individual rooster, many roosters crow a lot.\textsuperscript{160} In fact, because domestic roosters crow so much more frequently than their wild kin, one theory postulates that they were bred over many centuries for loud, long, and frequent crowing because such crowing played an important role in Zoroastrian religious ceremonies.\textsuperscript{161}

Because roosters are noisy and frequently so, cities that have more dense urban environments should consider banning them—at least on smaller lot sizes. Some cities have allowed an exception for “decrowed” roosters: some veterinarians used to offer a “decrowing” procedure that would remove the rooster’s voicebox. Because of its high mortality rate—over 50%—veterinarians no longer offer this procedure.\textsuperscript{162} Because this procedure is dangerous and cruel to the rooster, cities that have such an exception should consider amending it so as not to encourage mistreatment of roosters.

\textbf{E. Hens Don’t Need Roosters to Lay Eggs}

A common myth is that hens will not lay eggs without a rooster around. This is simply not true; hens do not need roosters to lay eggs.\textsuperscript{163} In fact, it is likely that every egg you have ever eaten was produced by a hen that never met a rooster.\textsuperscript{164}

The only reason that hens require roosters is to fertilize the eggs, so that the eggs will hatch chicks.\textsuperscript{165} Because this can be an easier way to propagate a flock, rather than sending away for mail-order chicks, some chicken owners would like to keep a rooster around or at least allow it to visit. To address this concern, at least one city that bans roosters allows “conjugal visits.” Hopewell Town-

\textbf{IV. The Current State of Municipal Ordinances Governing Backyard Chickens}

Such a fine pullet ought to go All coiffured to a winter show, And be exhibited, and win.

The answer is this one has been— And come with all her honors home. Her golden leg, her coral comb, Her fluff of plumage, white as chalk, Her style, were all the fancy’s talk

Robert Frost, \textit{A Blue Ribbon at Amesbury} (1916).

\textbf{A. Introduction}

To determine the current state of chicken legislation in the United States, the laws of the top 100 cities by population, according to the 2000 census are surveyed in this Article.\textsuperscript{169} Currently, 94% of these cities allow for chickens in some manner.\textsuperscript{170} While many cities impose various restrictions

\textsuperscript{157} Gehrt, \textit{supra} note 154, at 1053.
\textsuperscript{158} Williams, \textit{supra} note 75, at 88-89.
\textsuperscript{159} Heinrichs, \textit{supra} note 39, at 16.
\textsuperscript{160} Id.
\textsuperscript{161} Appleby \textit{et al.}, \textit{supra} note 136, at 36-37.
\textsuperscript{162} See, e.g., Phoenix, Ariz., \textit{City Code} §8-7(c) (2011).
\textsuperscript{165} Id.
\textsuperscript{166} Id.
on keeping chickens through zoning, setbacks, and permitting requirements, only three of the top 100 cities have ordinances that clearly ban the keeping of chickens within city limits: Detroit, Aurora, and Yonkers.171 Three others have unclear ordinances that city officials have interpreted as banning backyard chickens: Grand Rapids, Fort Wayne, and Lubbock.172 An additional 10 cities, while allowing for chickens, restrict them to either very large lots or only to agriculturally zoned land.173 Because such restrictions will exclude most people within the city from being able to keep hens, if such restrictions are interpreted to be a ban on chickens, then 84% of cities can be considered to allow for chickens.

Within that 84%, there is a wide range of how cities regulate chickens—ranging from no regulation174 to a great deal of very specific ordinances governing where chickens can be located,175 how coops must be built,176 and how often chickens must be fed and coops must be cleaned.177 Some of these cities also have restrictive setbacks or other regulations that will prohibit some residents from owning chickens—especially residents in multi-family dwellings or who live on small lots in a dense area of the city.178 As described more fully below, there is no uniformity in the ways that cities regulate chickens; each city’s ordinance is unique. Regulations are placed in different areas of a city’s codified ordinances. Some regulations are spread throughout the code, making it difficult for a chicken owner to determine how to comply with the city’s ordinances. Some cities regulate through zoning, others through animal regulations, and others through the health code.179 Some cities simply define chickens as pets and provide no regulations at all.180 Each of these methods of regulation will be explored in more detail below.

Although other surveys of urban chicken laws have been done, no basis was given for the choice of the cities surveyed.


171. Birmingham, Ala., Zoning Ordinance §2.4.1 (2007) (restricting chickens to land zoned for agricultural use); Chesapeake, Va., Code of Ordinances ch. 10 (2011); id. Zoning art. 3 (restricting to low-density zones and restricting to properties of one acre or more); Hialeah, Fla., Code of Ordinances §§10.1, 10.2 (2011) (restricting chickens to land zoned for agricultural use); Jacksonville, Fla., Ordinance Code ch. XIII, ch. 462, art. XVII, ch. 656 (2011) (restricting chickens to agricultural or low-density residential zones); Montgomery, Ala., Code of Ordinances ch. 4 art. I (2011); id. app. C, art. VII (restricting chickens to agricultural or low-density residential zones); Norfolk, Va., Code of Ordinances, app. A, art. II, §4.0-5 (2011) (restricting chickens to properties of five acres or more); Oklahoma City, Okla., Mun. Code ch. 8, 59 (2011) (restricting chickens to properties with one acre or more); Phila., Pa., Code of Ordinances §10-112 (2011) (restricting chickens to properties with three acres or more); Richmond, Va., Code of Ordinances §10-88 (2011) (restricting chickens to properties with one acre or more); Virginia Beach, Va., City Code §5-545, app. A (2011) (restricting chickens to land zoned for agricultural use).

172. E.g., N.Y.C., Mun. Code §65-23 (1990) (only regulating chickens if they are kept for sale: "A person who holds a permit to keep for sale or sell live rabbits or poultry shall keep them in coops and runways and prevent them from being at large."); Chi., Ill., Code of Ordinances §17-12-300 (2011) ("No person shall own keep, or otherwise possess, or slaughter any . . . poultry, rabbit, dog, cat, or any other animal intending to use such animal for food purposes.") Chicago's ordinance has been interpreted to allow keeping of chickens for eggs (Kara Spak, Raising Chickens Legal in Chicago, and People Are Couraging About It, Chi. Sun Times, Aug. 13, 2011, http://www.suntimes.com/news/metro/6542644-418/chi-city-chicken-coops.html); Irving, Tex., Code of Ordinances 6-1 (2011) (not regulating chickens).

173. See infra V.C.2

174. See infra V.C.5.c.

175. See infra V.C.5.b.

176. See infra V.C.2.

177. See infra V.C.4.

178. See infra V.B.

180. See infra V.A.
veyed and the survey sizes were far smaller. By choosing the largest cities in the United States by population, this survey is meant to give a snapshot of what kinds of laws govern the most densely populated urban areas. An understanding of how large cosmopolitan areas approach backyard chickens can help smaller cities determine the best way to fashion an ordinance.

Several aspects of these ordinances will be examined. First, the area within the codified ordinances that the city chooses to regulate chickens will be discussed. Next, regulations based on space requirements, zoning requirements, and setbacks will be examined. After that, the different sorts of sanitation requirements that cities impose will be examined, including looking at how specific or general those requirements are. Then, the coop construction requirements, including how much space a city requires per chicken, will be examined. Next, cities’ use of permits to regulate chickens will be evaluated. The Article will then discuss anti-slaughter laws. Finally, the prevalence of banning roosters will be discussed, while noting that quite a few cities do expressly allow roosters. Examining each aspect of the ordinance piecemeal is designed to provide a thorough overview of ordinances regulating backyard chickens and classification of common concerns. Through this review, regulatory norms will be identified and especially effective, novel, or eccentric regulations will be noted.

Norms and effective regulations will be taken into account in constructing a model ordinance. The most thoughtful, effective, and popular regulations from each of these ordinances will be incorporated into these recommendations. Also, data discussed in the first part of this Article about chickens, chicken behavior, and chicken-keeping will inform the model ordinance.

But, before delving into each of these aspects of the ordinances, some more general impressions from this analysis will be discussed. These more general impressions will include identifying some themes in these regulations based on population size and region.

1. The More Populous the City, the More Likely It is to Allow for Backyard Chickens

When reviewing the overall results of the survey concerning whether a city allows chickens or bans them, a pattern emerges based on population size. At least among the top 100 cities by population, the smaller the city, the greater the chance that the city will ban chickens. Of the top 10 cities by population, all of them allow for chickens in some way. Of those top 10 cities, however, Philadelphia has fairly strict zoning restrictions that only allows chickens in lots of three acres or larger. And, of the top 50 cities by population, only one city bans chickens outright: Detroit.

But in the last 20 of the top 100 cities, four of them ban chickens: Yonkers, Grand Rapids, Fort Wayne, and Lubbock. So, within that subset, only 80% of the cities...
ies allow for chickens. This may go against popular belief that chickens would be more prevalent in bucolic suburbs and less popular in densely populated cosmopolitan areas. Because this survey only includes large urban areas, the percentage of smaller cities, suburbs, and exurbs that allow for chickens is not known. But, based on this limited survey, it appears that more populous cities have largely accepted chickens, and the pursuit of more chicken-friendly legislation has moved to smaller cities and the suburbs.

2. Some Regional Observations

Although it is difficult to draw regional distinctions from a limited set of data, it does appear that the states in what is colloquially called the Rustbelt are more likely to ban chickens. In Michigan, both cities within the top 100, Detroit and Grand Rapids, ban chickens. And in Pennsylvania, similarly, both of its most populated cities, for the most part, ban chickens. Philadelphia only allows chickens on lots of three acres or more—far more than the average lot size in Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, although it recently amended its ordinances, used to allow chickens only on parcels of five acres or more. In either event, in both cities, keeping chickens is limited to property sizes that are far larger than the average for an urban area.

Within the Rustbelt states, Ohio stands out for legalizing chickens. All five of its major cities currently allow for chickens: Akron, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, and Toledo. Columbus and Akron have far more restrictive ordinances, however. Columbus requires a permit to keep chickens and allows its Health Commissioner discretion over granting and revoking that permit. Akron requires chickens to be kept at least 100 feet from any dwelling, which will restrict owners of small parcels in densely populated areas from raising chickens.

In 2009, Cleveland passed a comprehensive ordinance legalizing chickens and bees. Cleveland allows for one chicken per 800 square feet, which would allow up to six chickens on a standard residential lot. Cleveland also has minimal setbacks and detailed coop requirements. And Cincinnati and Toledo have even more liberal ordinances, allowing for chickens as long as they do not create a nuisance.

Virginia also stands out for restricting chickens. All four of Virginia’s cities within the top 100 cities by population—Chesapeake, Norfolk, Richmond, and Virginia Beach—restrict chickens to large lots or to lands zoned agricultural.

B. Where Regulations Concerning Chickens Are Placed Within a City’s Codified Ordinances

The survey reveals that there is little consistency in where cities choose to locate chicken regulations within their codified ordinances. Most cities regulate chickens in sections devoted to animals, zoning, health, or nuisances. Each method of regulation will be examined for how often it is used and how effective it is.

206. CLEVELAND §§347.02 & 205.04.
207. Id.
208. Id.
209. CINCINNATI §701-17; Id. §50053-11 (“No live geese, hens, chickens, pigeons, ducks, hogs, goats, cows, mules, horses, dogs, cats, other fowl or any other domestic or non-domestic animals shall be kept in the city so as to create a nuisance, foul odors, or be a menace to the health of occupants or neighboring individuals.”); TOLEDO §§1705.05 & 505.07 (“No person shall keep or harbor any animal or fowl in the City so as to create noxious or offensive odors or unsanitary conditions which are a menace to the health, comfort or safety of the public.”).
210. COLUMBUS §§221.05.
211. THE Health Commissioner may grant permission only after it is determined that the keeping of such animals: (1) creates no adverse environmental or health effects; (2) is in compliance with all other sections of this chapter; and (3) in the judgment of the Health Commissioner, after consultation with the staff of the Health Department and with the surrounding occupants of the place of keeping such animals, and considering the nature of the community (i.e., residential or commercial single or multiple dwellings, etc.), is reasonably inoffensive. The health commissioner may revoke such permission at any time for violation of this chapter or any other just cause.


195. DETROIT, MICH., CITY CODE §6-1-3 (2010) (prohibits owning farm animals and defines chickens as farm animals); GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., CODE OF ORDINANCES §§8-582 (2010) (prohibiting farm animals within 100 ft. of any dwelling unit, well, spring, stream, drainage ditch, or drain. City officials have interpreted this to ban chickens); but see ANN ARBOR, MICH., CODE OF ORDINANCES tit. IX, ch. 107, §9:42 (allowing up to four chickens in single-family or two-family dwellings if a permit is secured and regulations are followed).

196. PHILA. §10-110; PITTSBURGH, PA., CODE OF ORDINANCES §§635.02, 911.04.2 (2011).


200. ACRON, OHIO, CODE OF ORDINANCES §§92-18 (2011); CINCINNATI, OHIO, CODE OF ORDINANCES §§1601.20, 3011.01, 3021.06 (2011); CLEVELAND, OHIO, CODE OF ORDINANCES §§221.05, 237.02 (2011); COLUMBUS, OHIO, CITY CODE tit. III, ch. 221 (2011); TOLEDO, OHIO, MUN. CODE §§505.07(a)(4), 1705.07 (2011).
I. Animal Control Regulations

Seventy-one of the cities regulate chickens under their animal control ordinances. This makes sense, because chickens are animals and this is the natural place for would-be chicken owners to look to make sure that they won't get into legal trouble. Regulating chickens under animal control also leads to fairly easy-to-follow ordinances. Chickens are either allowed, or they are not. And, if there are further regulations concerning lot size, setbacks, or coop requirements, they are usually all in one place.

2. Zoning Regulations

Fourteen cities regulate chickens primarily under their zoning laws. These cities are much more likely to substantially restrict raising hens. It also makes it much more difficult for a resident to determine whether he can legally raise chickens. Such a resident must not only determine in what zone chickens may be raised, but he must also determine whether his property falls within that zone. These laws also tend to sow unnecessary confusion. For instance, Lubbock, Texas’ law on paper would seem to allow for hens, but the city has exploited its vagaries to ban backyard chickens. Lubbock creates a loop within its ordinances by providing within the animal section of its code that chickens are allowed if the zoning ordinance permits it, and then providing in its zoning ordinance that chickens are allowed if the animal code permits it.

The Lubbock city clerk resolved the loop by stating that the city interprets these provisions to entirely ban chickens within the city.

Finally, cities that regulate chickens primarily through zoning laws do so, presumptively, because they want to restrict raising chickens to certain zones. This, however, can cause unnecessary complications. Raising chickens is not only for residential backyards. Because of declining population and urban renewal projects in many cities, urban farms, market gardens, and community gardens are located in other zones, including business, commercial, and even industrial zones. Each time these farms or gardens would like to add a few chickens, they would have to petition the city for a zoning variance or seek a change in the law. This is not an efficient use of a city’s limited resources.

In addition, other regulations pertaining to chickens, such as setbacks, coop construction, or sanitary requirements, can get lost among the many building regulations within the zoning code. Zoning codes are generally written for an expert audience of businesses, builders, and developers, and not for the lay audience that would comprise


210. Anchorage, Birmingham, Jacksonville, and Lubbock either ban hens altogether or restrict hens to certain zones. See Anaheim supra note 181, 68-71 (arguing that the movement toward urban agriculture should cause cities to reconsider Euclidean zoning because such zoning no longer serves the needs of the cities and its residents).
chicken owners.\textsuperscript{215} If cities are concerned about raising chickens too near businesses or neighbors, other regulations like setbacks from the street and neighboring properties can ameliorate this concern without having to include the regulation in the zoning code.

Regulations placed within the animal code, as described above, are generally in one place and often within a single ordinance. This leads to a better understanding of the law for chicken owners and, thus, easier enforcement for city officials. Unless the zoning regulations have a subsection devoted specifically to animals, like the ones in Spokane\textsuperscript{216} or Greensboro,\textsuperscript{217} the most sensible place for regulating chickens is within the animal code.

3. Health Code

Another popular place within a municipality’s code to regulate chickens is within the health code. Seven cities regulate chickens primarily within the health code.\textsuperscript{218} Many of these, however, have a separate section concerning animals or animal-related businesses within the health code.\textsuperscript{219} Again, unless the code has such a separate section concerning animals, the better place to regulate is within the animal code.

4. Other

Of the remaining cities, there is very little uniformity. Two, Boston and Columbus, regulate through permit sections within their codified ordinances.\textsuperscript{220} Because these cities require permits to keep chickens and give a great deal of discretion to city officials to grant or deny permits on a case-by-case basis, locating a chicken regulation within the permit section of the codified ordinance makes sense for those cities. But, as argued later, allowing such discretion is neither a good use of city resources nor a fair and consistent way to regulate chickens.

The only other pattern within these ordinances is that two other cities—Buffalo and Tampa—regulate chickens under the property maintenance area of the code.\textsuperscript{221} This is not an ideal place to locate such an ordinance, because potential chicken owners are unlikely to look for chicken regulations there.

Finally, one city—Arlington, Texas—places its chicken regulations in a section of the code entitled sale and breeding of animals.\textsuperscript{222} Because backyard chicken owners generally do not raise their chickens for sale, and also likely do not consider themselves to be breeders, this area of the code is not well-suited to this regulation.

C. How Cities Regulate Chickens

1. Chickens Are Defined as Pets or Domestic Animals

Seven cities—Dallas, Indianapolis, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Plano, Raleigh, and Spokane—define chickens as domestic animals or pets, and thus subject them to the same enclosure and nuisance regulations as other domestic animals like cats and dogs.\textsuperscript{223} These cities’ ordinances appear to be long-standing and were not recently modified in response to the backyard chicken movement.\textsuperscript{224} While many cities may want to more explicitly regulate chickens, this is a workable approach. General nuisance laws already regulate things like odor and noise.\textsuperscript{225} While many regulations particular to chickens duplicate nuisance ordinances, it is unclear whether such duplication actually reduces nuisances. More precise requirements on sanitation, coop standards, setbacks, and permits may signal to chicken owners that the city is serious about regulating chickens, protecting neighbors, and protecting the health and well-being of chickens. But, as chickens regain prevalence in urban areas, cities that regulate chickens as pets or domestic animals may find that—through inertia—they have taken the most efficient approach, both in terms of preserving city resources and curbing potential nuisances.

2. Space Requirements

Of the 94 cities that allow for raising chickens, 31 of them impose restrictions based upon how big the property is, either explicitly through lot size requirements, or implicitly through zoning requirements.\textsuperscript{226} Of those, 16 cities restrict...
based on lot size and 17 restrict based on zoning. This adds up to 33, rather than 31, because two cities restrict based on both lot size and zoning.\(^{227}\) These restrictions range from draconian, practically banning chickens in most of the city by restricting chickens to extremely large lots,\(^{228}\) to extremely liberal, allowing up to 30 chickens per 240 square feet—or 30 chickens in an area approximately the size of a large bedroom.\(^{229}\) As discussed below, an additional 10 cities should be considered unfriendly to keeping hens because, while they do allow chickens under some circumstances, those circumstances are restricted to very large lots or agriculturally zoned land.\(^{230}\)

## a. Lot Size Requirements

Of the 15 cities that restrict based on lot size only, six of them restrict chickens to property that is one acre or more: Nashville, Norfolk, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Richmond.\(^{231}\) Nashville, Norfolk, and Pittsburgh appear to limit chickens to property of more than five acres, which in any urban area is a practical ban.

Norfolk appears to allow for an exception to the five-acre minimum\(^{232}\) by allowing a would-be chicken owner to procure a permit to keep hens,\(^{233}\) but in practice, the city will not issue this permit to chicken hobbyists.\(^{234}\) But, as discussed below, Nashville and Pittsburgh have interpreted their restrictive ordinances to allow for chickens on much smaller parcels of property.

In Nashville, the zoning code conflicts with the health code, and the health code apparently won out. The zoning ordinance limits “common domestic farm animals” to a lot size of five acres or more, but the ordinance does not define what qualifies as a common domestic farm animal.\(^{235}\) Nashville’s health code, by contrast, specifically allows for chickens, as long as they do not create a nuisance.\(^{236}\) Nashville issued a memorandum in 2009 providing that the Board of Zoning Appeals held that the health code takes precedence over the zoning code.\(^{237}\) In so holding, the Board allowed a property owner to keep her chickens, because their owner considered them to be pets and the chickens did not create a nuisance.\(^{238}\)

In Pittsburgh, while agricultural uses were limited to property of five acres or more, like Nashville, the code did not specifically define whether raising chickens was considered an agricultural use.\(^{239}\) Pittsburgh, thus, would allow chicken keepers to seek a variance for raising chickens on property of less than five acres.\(^{240}\) Apparently, though it is not yet codified, Pittsburgh recently made it much easier to raise chickens, and also bees, by allowing up to three hens and two bee hives on property of 2,000 square feet or more.\(^{241}\)

So, both Nashville and Pittsburgh, while appearing to ban chickens, have become chicken-friendly. The next most restrictive ordinance is in Philadelphia. Philadelphia restricts chickens to property of three acres or more. Philadelphia, however, apparently means it. In Philadelphia, the code specifically defines poultry as a farm animal,\(^{242}\) and only allows farm animals on a parcel of property of three acres or more.\(^{243}\)

---


\(^{230}\) Srv Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §§30-12, 30-19 (no date listed).


\(^{232}\) Norfolk, Va., Code of Ordinances, Zoning Ordinance, app. A, §4-05 (2011) (“Except as otherwise noted, there shall be no raising or keeping of . . . poultry, fowl, . . . on less than five acres.”).

\(^{233}\) Norfolk, Va., Code of Ordinances §6.1-7 (2011) (allowing for a person wishing to raise poultry to procure a permit issued by the department of public health).

\(^{234}\) Amelia Baker, Backyard Chickens: Now You’re Clucking, ActDaily, June 2, 2010, http://www.alldaily.com/features/food/backyard-chickens-now-youre-clucking.html (providing that the city will only issue permits for sentinel chickens that the city has on surveillance to check for mosquito-borne diseases).

\(^{235}\) Nashville-Davidson §17.16.330 (b).

\(^{236}\) Id. §8.12.020.

\(^{237}\) Memo from John Cooper, Director Metropolitan Council Office, to All Members of Metropolitan Council (Sept. 1, 2009) (on file with author).

\(^{238}\) Id.

\(^{239}\) Pittsburgh §§911.04.


\(^{242}\) Phila. §10-100.

\(^{243}\) Id. §10-112.
Oklahoma City and Richmond both require at least one acre. Oklahoma City restricts raising chickens to property that is at least one acre, but apparently if the property owner has one acre, there is no restriction on how many chickens can be kept on that acre.\(^{246}\) Richmond requires 50,000 square feet, or slightly more square footage than the 43,560 square feet in an acre.\(^{245}\)

After these, the lot sizes are far more lenient. Two cities, Garland and Stockton, require at least ½ acre.\(^{246}\) Three cities, Fremont, Greensboro, and Phoenix, require between 6,000 and 10,000 square feet, or between a little less than 1/8 to a little less than 1/4 acre.\(^{247}\) And four cities, Anaheim, Cleveland, Rochester, and Tampa, require between 240 to 1,800 square feet, or from not much larger than a shed to about the size of a modern master bedroom.\(^{248}\) So, out of the 15 cities that restrict based on lot size, the majority of them allow most residents to raise backyard chickens.

b. Zoning Requirements

Seventeen cities restrict chickens to certain zones. Of these, three of the cities restrict chickens only to land zoned for agricultural use: Birmingham, Hialeah, and Virginia Beach.\(^{249}\) Three more cities restrict chickens to agricultural or very low-density residential zones: Chesapeake, Jacksonville, and Montgomery.\(^{250}\) Thus, six of the 17 cities confine chickens to so few zones that it excludes the possibility of raising chickens for most families.

The remaining eleven cities, however, while still restricting chickens to certain zones, allow chickens in many or most residential zones.\(^{251}\) Dallas only applies zoning requirements if chickens are being raised for commercial purposes.\(^{252}\) Memphis merely applies different building restrictions for coops depending on the zone.\(^{253}\) And two cities employ zoning laws to augment the area where chickens are allowed: Cleveland and Stockton specifically allow raising chickens in industrially zoned areas.\(^{254}\)

c. Multi-Family Units

Two cities, Minneapolis and Newark, specifically regulate multi-family dwellings such as apartments. Both of these cities require permits, but will not grant one to certain multi-family dwellings. Minneapolis will not grant a permit to someone who lives in a multi-family home with four or more dwelling units.\(^{255}\) Newark will not grant one to anyone living in any multi-family home.\(^{256}\)

d. Using Lot Size to Determine the Number of Chickens

Many other cities do not restrict chickens to certain lot sizes, but use lot size to determine how many chickens a property can have. There is no uniformity to these ordinances. Some ordinances set a maximum number of chickens for property of a certain size and under, and then allow for more chickens as the property size increases. For instance, Seattle allows up to eight chickens for lots under 10,000 square, and one more chicken for each additional 1,000 square feet.\(^{257}\) Fremont has an intricate step system, with four chickens for at least 6,000 square feet, six for at least 8,000 square feet, 10 for at least 10,000, 20 for at least ½ acre, and 25 for more than one acre.\(^{258}\) Riverside allows for up to four chickens on property between 7,200 and 40,000 square feet and up to 12 on property 40,000 square feet or more in residentially zoned areas.\(^{259}\)

Some cities decide the number of chickens based on zoning. El Paso allows for up to six chickens on land not zoned agricultural.\(^{260}\) Tulsa allows up to six adults and 14 chicks under eight weeks of age on land not zoned agricul-

---

244. Oklahoma City §59-8150 (definitions); id. §59-9350 (confining to one acre).
248. Anaheim, Cal., Mun. Code §18.38.030 (2011) (1,800 sq. ft.); Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02 (2011) (800 sq. ft. for residential, and 400 for commercial); Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-12, 30-19 (no date listed) (240 sq. ft.); Tampa, Fla., Ordinance of Ordinances §19.76 (2008) (1,000 sq. ft.).
251. Bakersfield, Cal., Mun. Code §§17.12.010-RS & 17.32.020 (2011) (permitting chickens in agriculture and residential suburban areas); Dallas, Tex., Code of Ordinances §7-1.1 (2011) (requiring chickens that are raised for commercial purposes to be on agriculturally zoned land, otherwise chickens are regulated as pets); Fresno, Cal., Mun. Code §§12-204.11-12-207.5 (2011) (providing different setbacks depending on zone); Glendale, Ariz., Code of Ordinances §§5.152 & 5.212 (2011) (restricting poultry to rural residential and suburban residential zones); Greensboro, N.C., Code of Ordinances §30-8-11.3 (2011) (allowing chickens as an accessory on single-family detached dwellings on R-3, E-5, R-7, RM-9, RM-12, and RM-18 districts); L.A., Cal., Mun. Code §§12.01, 12.05-12.09 (2011) (allowing chickens in agricultural and residential districts including districts zoned A1, A2, RA, RE, RS R1, and RMP); Madison, Wis., Code of Ordinances ch. 28 (no date listed); id. §7.29; id. §9.52 (allowing chickens in both residential and commercial districts); Memphis, Tenn., Code of Ordinances tit. 16, app. A (2009) (applying complex zoning requirements for outbuildings to chicken coops); Sandiago, Cal., Mun. Code §42.0709 (2011) (using zoning to define different kinds of setbacks, but allowing chickens in most zones); Shreveport, La., Code of Ordinances ch. 106 (2011) (allowing poultry raising in residential and agricultural districts by right, and in most other zones through a special exception from the zoning board); Stockton, Cal., Mun. Code §6.04.420, 16.80.060 (2011) (allowing chickens in residential and industrially zoned areas).
255. Minneapolis, Minn., Code of Ordinances §70.10(c) (2011).
Instead of using square footage or zoning, many cities divide by acre. These ordinances range between four to 12 chickens for property under ½ acre. For instance, Fort Worth allows for no more than 12 chickens on lots under ½ acre, no more than 20 on lots between ½ and one acre, and no more than 50 on lots of one acre or more.\(^263\) Mesa City allows for 10 rodents or fowl on ½ acre or less, and an additional 10 for each ½ acre, but no longer limits the number of chickens after 2 ½ acres.\(^264\) Louisville allows for five chickens on property of less than ½ acre, and no limit above that.\(^265\) Arlington provides for four on less than ½ acre, 10 for lots between ½ and one acre, and 25 for lots over one acre.\(^266\) And, Charlotte requires a permit and restricts chickens to 20 per acre.\(^267\)

Des Moines’ ordinance employs a similar step system but provides for a mix of other livestock. It allows for no more than 30 of any two species for property less than one acre. For property greater than one acre, one can have a total of 50 animals divided among up to six species.\(^268\)

Lincoln, Nebraska, has one of the more unique chicken ordinances when it comes to limiting the number, in that it not only provides for a maximum number of chickens, but also a minimum. It also specifies the weight of the chickens. So, for property under one acre, with a permit, a person can have seven to 30 chickens under three pounds, three to 20 chickens between three and five pounds, and two to five chickens between five and 20 pounds.\(^269\) It allows chicken owners to double the number for each additional acre. Lincoln’s ordinance should be applauded for recognizing that chickens are flock animals and thus require, at least, a minimum of two. It should also be applauded for not penalizing an owner for keeping less than two and only making it unlawful to keep numbers greater than the maximum.\(^270\) After all, if it penalized keeping less than a minimum number of chickens, Lincoln might be unique among cities for making it unlawful not to keep chickens.

More problematic are cities that do not allow owners to own a minimum number of four chickens. Several cities allow one chicken per a certain square footage area. Greensboro provides for one chicken for every 3,000 square feet, as long as the area is greater than 7,000 square feet.\(^271\) Anaheim allows one chicken for each 1,800 square feet, but it does provide that if the calculation results in more than half an animal, the owner can round up to the next whole animal.\(^272\) Tampa provides five per 5,000 square feet. And, Cleveland allows for one chicken for each 800 square feet if residential and each 400 square feet if commercial or industrial.\(^273\) Cleveland, at least, has stated in its ordinance that these square feet requirements are meant to allow six chickens on an average-sized Cleveland lot. While many of these cities provide a small enough chicken to square foot ratio that the average single-family home should be able to accommodate four or more chickens, this method still leaves open the possibility that a chicken owner would be restricted to one or two chickens. An ordinance that allows only one chicken per a certain area does not take into account that chickens are flock animals that do not thrive when left alone.

### 3. Limit Number of Chickens

Many other cities limit the number of chickens any household can keep, no matter the size of the property. Thirty cities place a simple limit on the number of chickens.\(^274\) Of those cities that simply limit the number of chickens, the average number they allow is 12, the median number is nine, and the most popular number is a tie between four and 25.\(^275\) The lowest number is Garland and Honolulu with two.\(^276\) Somewhat surprisingly, the highest number comes from Jersey City—with 50.\(^277\) Jersey City collapses ducks and pigeons within the restriction of 50 fowl.\(^278\) Jersey City also requires a permit to keep chickens.\(^279\)

At least four cities set a maximum number of chickens that can be owned before it is necessary to procure a permit.

---


275. Supra note 274 and accompanying text.
278. Id.
279. Id.
mit. Wichita allows three chickens; Santa Ana allows four, and San Jose and El Paso both allow up to six. This appears to be the most workable system, because it takes into account that there are different levels of chicken-keeping in an urban agriculture context. It provides a bright-line rule for people who want small backyard flocks, while still allowing owners of market gardens, urban farms, or chicken cooperatives the opportunity to expand their operations without seeking to change the ordinance. It also conserves city resources by not forcing every would-be chicken owner to procure a permit. Finally, because there is no permit, it saves the city from any obligations to monitor the backyard operation. If any problem arises with a small backyard flock, the city can rely on its nuisance laws, or other setback or coop requirements within the statute to resolve the problem.

Some cities always require a permit, but set a relatively high number of chickens allowed. As noted earlier, with a permit, Jersey City allows up to 50, and Boston and Mobile allow up to 25. According to several Bostonians who want chickens, however, Boston does not easily grant this permit. Miami allows up to 15 hens with a permit. Some cities take a belt-and-suspenders approach and require both a permit and restrict hens to a small number. With a permit, Milwaukee only allows four, and Sacramento, three.

Several other cities, perhaps understanding that the hens may occasionally be used to produce more chickens, allow considerably more chicks than full-grown chickens. Both Miami and Kansas City allow only 15 grown hens, but Miami allows 30 chicks, and Kansas City allows 50. Tulsa allows seven adults and 14 chicks. Colorado Springs allows 10 hens and an unlimited number of chicks. And Garland, even though it allows only two hens, does not limit the number of chicks less than one-month old. And for pure eccentricity, Houston has the most interesting restriction on the number of chickens. Houston allows up to seven hens if a person can present a written certification from a licensed physician that the person needs “fresh unfertilized chicken eggs for serious reasons pertaining to said person’s health.” This ordinance was passed in 2010, presumably because Houstonites were able to show that fresh eggs help alleviate certain medical ailments.

4. Setbacks

Setbacks are, by far, the most popular way to regulate chickens. Sixty-three cities have some sort of setback requirement in their ordinances. The most popular setback is a setback from a neighboring dwelling: 56 cities require that chickens and chickens coops be kept a certain distance from other residences. The next most popular is a setback

281. See supra note 280.
284. See, e.g., Legalize Chickens in Boston, http://legalizechickensinboston.org/ (last visited July 5, 2012) (stating that the city of Boston denies chicken permits and seeking a more reasonable legislative solution to regulate chickens in Boston).
294. Id.
from the property line: 20 cities require chickens to be kept away from the neighbor’s property, even if the neighbor’s actual house is much further away.\textsuperscript{296} Three cities require a setback from the street.\textsuperscript{297} Six cities ban chickens from the front yard.\textsuperscript{298} This adds up to more than 63, because several cities employ more than one kind of setback. Finally, several cities have unique setback requirements that will be discussed later.

\section*{a. Setbacks From Neighboring Buildings}

Of the 56 cities that require that chickens be kept a certain distance away from neighboring residences,\textsuperscript{299} the setbacks range from 10\textsuperscript{300} to 500 feet.\textsuperscript{301} The average of all of the setbacks is 80 feet,\textsuperscript{302} although only one city, Phoenix, actually has a setback of 80 feet.\textsuperscript{303} The median and the mode are both 50 feet.\textsuperscript{304} The average is higher than both the median and the mode, because several cities that also require large lots, or agriculturally zoned land, also have very large setbacks.\textsuperscript{305} The mode, the most common setting, comprises 17 cities.\textsuperscript{306} After that, the most popular setbacks are the following:

- Fifteen cities have setbacks of less than 30 feet, with two at 30 feet,\textsuperscript{307} seven at 25 feet,\textsuperscript{308} six at 20 feet,\textsuperscript{309} and one at 10 feet.\textsuperscript{310}
- Thirteen cities have setbacks of 100 feet.\textsuperscript{311} Of those, three of them allow for smaller setback under certain conditions: St. Petersburg will allow for a smaller setback if the owner seeks permission from neighboring property owners; San Antonio will allow for a smaller setback with a permit; and Corpus Christi will allow for a smaller setback if the coop is enclosed.\textsuperscript{312}
- Seven cities have setbacks of more than 100 feet.\textsuperscript{313} Of those, Mobile, Alabama, has a 150-foot setback, but allows chicken coops that were built before the ordinance passed to be grandfathered in.\textsuperscript{314} Oklahoma City has a 200-foot setback and, puzzlingly, will waive these setbacks from horses, mules, donkeys, and pigs, but not for chickens.\textsuperscript{315} Oklahoma City also has an additional 400-foot setback for roosters.\textsuperscript{316}

Several cities will shrink their setbacks under certain conditions. In what appears to be a thoughtful approach to requiring a neighbor’s consent, four cities provide a standard setback, but provide relief from the setback if the owner gets permission from his neighbors to keep chickens.\textsuperscript{317} And one city, San Antonio, as mentioned
above, will shrink its 100-foot setback to 50 feet if a permit is secured.\textsuperscript{318}

Two cities do not frame the setback as from a neighboring residence or building, but more specifically to a door or a window of the building. Both Buffalo and San Francisco have a 20-foot setback from any door or window of a building.\textsuperscript{319}

Several cities define the setback more broadly than a neighboring dwelling, and include schools, hospitals, and other businesses within the setback.\textsuperscript{320} Grand Rapids, Michigan, however, goes further; it has a 100-foot setback from any “dwelling unit, well, spring, stream, drainage ditch or drain.”\textsuperscript{321} This, in effect, bans all chickens within the city.

\section*{b. Setbacks From Property Line}

Twenty cities mandate setbacks from the property line;\textsuperscript{322} those setbacks range from 18 inches\textsuperscript{323} to 250 feet.\textsuperscript{324} The average setback is 59 feet, but no city actually has such a setback. The closest are Jacksonville and Tulsa, which both have a setback of 50 feet.\textsuperscript{325} Again, a few cities with very large setbacks are raising the average.\textsuperscript{326} The median setback is 25 feet.\textsuperscript{327} And the mode, or most popular, setback is tied at either 20\textsuperscript{328} or 25 feet.\textsuperscript{329}

Washington, D.C., which has the largest setback at 250 feet, allows relief from this setback if the owner has his neighbor’s consent to keep chickens.\textsuperscript{330}

\subsection*{c. Setbacks From the Street}

Three cities require chickens to be kept away from the street: Bakersfield, Birmingham, and Boston.\textsuperscript{331} All of these setbacks are relatively large, ranging from 100 to 300 feet. Presumably, this is to stop chickens from being kept in the front yard or on a corner lot from a vantage point where passersby can easily see the coop. Bakersfield, provides a specific setback for corner lots, requiring that chicken coops be kept at least 10 feet away from the street side of a corner lot.\textsuperscript{332} Another way that cities do this, perhaps more effectively, is by simply barring chickens from front yards, as six cities do.\textsuperscript{333}

\subsection*{d. Other Kinds of Setbacks}

While many ordinances exclude the owner’s house from the definition of a dwelling,\textsuperscript{334} two cities provide a separate setback requirement for an owner’s own dwelling. Atlanta requires chickens to be kept at least five feet away from an owner’s own house,\textsuperscript{335} and Los Angeles requires that the chickens be kept at least 20 feet away from the owner’s house.\textsuperscript{336}

Three cities do not provide for explicit setbacks, but leave each setback up to some city official’s discretion. In Wichita, the chief of police can examine the property and determine the setback.\textsuperscript{337} In St. Paul, it is up to the Health Inspector’s discretion.\textsuperscript{338} And, in Fremont, it is the Animal Services Supervisor who has discretion.\textsuperscript{339}

322. Anaheim, Cal., Mun. Code §18.38.030.0202 (2011) (20 ft. from property line); Baton Rouge, La., Code of Ordinances §14-224(c)(1)(b) (2011) (10 ft. from property line); Birmingham, Ala., Zoning Ordinance §2.4 (2007) (100 ft. from property line); Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.3 (2009) (18 inches from rear lot); Charlotte, N.C., Code of Ordinances §3-102(c) (2010) (25 ft. from property line); Chesapeake, Va., Code of Ordinances ch. 10 (2011) (20 ft. from property line); Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b)(1)(B) (2011) (5 ft. from side yard and 18 inches from rear yard); Fresno, Cal., Mun. Code §12-206.1 (2011) (100 ft. from property line); Greensboro, N.C., Code of Ordinances §30-8-11.3 (2011) (25 ft. from property line); Jacksonville, Fla., Ordinance Code §656.401 (2011) (50 ft. from property line); Kansas City, Mo., Code of Ordinances §14-15(f) (2011) (25 ft. from property line); Montgomery, Ala., Code of Ordinances ch. 4 art. 1 (2011); id. at app. C, art. VII (200 ft. from property line); Plano, Tex., Code of Ordinances §3-204 (2011) (5 ft. from property line); Portland, Or., City Code §13.05.015(b) & (c) (2011) (50 ft. from residence or business where food is prepared); Riverside, Cal., Code of Ordinances §6.04.20 (2011) (20 ft. from property line); Seattle, Wash., Mun. Code §23.42.952(c)(3) (2011) (10 ft. from property line); Tampa, Fla., Code of Ordinances §19.76 (2008) (200 ft. from property line); Tulsa, Okla., Code of Ordinances §200(d) & (e) (2011) (50 ft. but 100 ft. if zoned agricultural); Wash., D.C., Mun. Regulations for Animal Control §902.7(a) & (b) (no date listed) (250 ft. unless have neighbor’s consent).
323. Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02 (2011); Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.3 (2009).
324. Wash., D.C., Mun. Regulations for Animal Control §902.7 (no date listed) (250 ft. setback without consent of neighbors).
329. See supra note 327.
330. Wash., D.C., Mun. Regulations for Animal Control §902.7(b) (no date listed).
333. Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.3 (2009); Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b)(1)(B) (2011); Des Moines, Iowa, Code of Ordinances §18-4 (2011); Milwaukee, Wis., Code of Ordinances §78-6.5(3)(c) (2011); Phoenix, Ariz., City Code §8-7 (2011); Sacramento, Cal., City Code §9.44.860 (2011).
Finally, St. Louis wins for the most eccentric setback. It doesn’t have any setbacks for neighboring buildings, or the property line, but it does require that chickens be kept out of the milking barn.340

5. Coop Requirements

Many cities regulate how the chicken coop should be built and maintained. There is a broad range in these regulations, and no two ordinances are alike. Some simply decree that it is unlawful for chickens to run at large, and thus implicitly mandate that the coop be constructed in a secure enough way so that chickens can’t easily escape. Some appear to look out for animal welfare by decreeing that chickens should be provided adequate food, water, and shelter in sanitary conditions. And, some appear to try to proactively head off any potential problems by regulating the dimensions of the coop, how it must be built, and exactly how often it must be cleaned. First, some of the more common elements in these statutes will be explored. Then, more unique elements will be discussed.

a. No Running at Large

First, 33 cities prohibit chickens particularly or animals in general from running at large.341 Most of those cities simply prohibit chickens from running at large, but some provide for a little more nuance. For instance, Cincinnati does not allow chickens to run at large “so as to do damage to gardens, lawns, shrubbery or other private property.”342 So, presumably, a chicken could run free, as long as it didn’t damage anything. Five cities, instead of making it unlawful to run at large, provide that the chicken must be kept enclosed in the coop and not allowed to escape.343 And two cities, Richmond and Stockton, frame it in terms of trespass and do not allow chicken trespassers.344 In any event, all of these statutes imply that a coop, minimally, must be constructed so that the birds cannot escape.

b. Coops Must Be Clean and Sanitary

Forty-six cities impose some sort of cleaning requirements on chicken owners.345 While many cities have cleaning requirements that apply to any animal,36 these cities ordinances are, for the most part, specific to chickens. Nearly all of these ordinances mandate that the chicken coop be kept in a clean and sanitary condition and free from offensive odors. The degree to which each city regulates this, however, varies. Most cities have a variation on a general requirement that the coop be clean or sani-

Some cities are a little more explicit and require that the coop be cleaned regularly or routinely. Some cities go further and require the coop to be cleaned at all times. And some cities regulate precisely how often the coop must be cleaned. Houston is the most fastidious. In Houston, the coop must be cleaned once per day, lined every other day, and all containers containing chicken manure must be properly disposed of once per week. Milwaukee also requires coops to be cleaned daily and additionally “as is necessary.” The two next most fastidious cities, Des Moines and Santa Ana, require that the coop be cleaned at least every other day. Seven cities require that the coop be cleaned at least twice a week. And, splitting the difference, Jersey City requires the coop to be cleaned once a week from November to May, and twice a week from May to November.

Many cities also have a particular concern with either flies or rodents. Fourteen cities specify that attracting flies will be a nuisance. Cities that specifically mention flies within their ordinances are congregated mostly in the South or the Southwest. Several mandate that chicken feed or chicken waste be kept in fly-tight containers. Miami requires that a chicken’s droppings be treated to destroy fly maggots before it can be used as fertilizer. Mesa has four cleaning requirements all designed to keep flies away: (1) droppings must be removed twice weekly; (2) “fowl excreta” must be stored in fly-tight containers; (3) water and feed troughs must be kept sanitary; and (4) food and food waste must be kept in a fly-proof container—all explicitly “to prevent the breeding of flies.”

Kansas City’s concern with flies will stand in the way of keeping hens for eggs that would meet organic standards; it mandates the use of insecticide by providing that “all structures, pens or coops wherein fowl are kept or permitted to be shall be sprayed with such substances as will eliminate such insects.” Because chickens eat insects, and because the protein they gain from eating those insects has a beneficial effect on the nutritional value of their eggs, this regulation stands at odds with a reason many people are interested in keeping backyard hens.

Glendale, California, appears to be the most concerned about flies, going so far as to mandate that the owner adhere to impossible building requirements. Glendale requires chickens to be kept in a fly-proof enclosure; it defines fly-proof quite specifically as “a structure or cage of a design which prevents the entry therein or the escape therefrom of any bee, moth or fly.” Because a chicken must enter into and exit from its enclosure, and because one would want the chicken to have access to fresh air and sunlight, such a structure presents itself as an architectural impossibility.

Ten cities are particularly concerned with rats. Of these cities, several are concerned about both flies and rats. Most of these cities simply mandate that the coop be free of rats, but three cities require that food be kept...
within a rat-proof container. Denver appears to have the same antipathy toward rats as Glendale does toward flies. Denver requires that chickens be kept in a rat-proof building. A rat-proof building is one that is made with “potential openings that rats could exploit and built with ‘material impervious to rat-gnawing’.” While an opening for a rat would necessarily be bigger than an opening for a fly, because chickens will still have to enter and exit the structure, Denver appears to demand similarly impossible architecture.

c.  Coop Construction Requirements

Thirty-seven cities regulate the construction of the chicken coop. Like the cleaning regulations, many of these cities’ ordinances are not particular to chickens, but cover any structure meant to house an animal. But, as demonstrated below, most specifically regulate chicken coops.

Most of these ordinances require that chickens be kept within an enclosure, and many add that the enclosure must be secure. Some further require that the enclosure keep animals protected from inclement weather. Outside of this, however, there is no consistency to these statutes.

Of the cities that have promulgated shelter requirements specific to chickens, nine of them mandate that each chicken be given a specific amount of space. Of these cities, the average amount of space per chicken is five square feet, although no city actually mandates that. The median amount of space per chicken is four square feet. The mode, or most popular amount, is also four square feet. The next most popular is between two and two-and-one-half square feet. Cleveland requires 10 square feet per chicken, but specifies that this is for the outdoor run, not for the enclosed coop. Rochester also takes the difference between a chicken coop and a chicken run into account and requires at least four square feet per chicken in both the coop and the run. Long Beach does not give a particular square footage per chicken, but requires that each coop be at least twice as big as the bird.

Instead of regulating coop size so specifically, some cities require that the coops not be cramped or overcrowded. Others state that the coop should be big enough for the chicken to move about freely or have space to stand.
turn around, and lie down.382 Des Moines is unique, in that it looks to state or national standards for the coop size, providing that "such enclosures shall be of sufficient size to house the number of animals or fowl permitted by state or national standards."383

Some cities also mandate how large the coop can be. The coop sizes also lack uniformity—both Buffalo and Cleveland provide that the coop can be no larger than 32 square feet, but Cleveland will allow the coop to be up to 15 feet high, while Buffalo caps height at seven feet.384 Seattle allows for up to 1,000 square feet and caps the height at 12 feet.385 Finally, Charlotte is the only city that provides for a minimum height by requiring the coops to be at least 18 inches high.386

Other requirements that turn up in more than one city is that the coop's floor be impervious,387 the coop be adequately ventilated,388 and the coop be kept dry or allow for drainage.389 Some cities mandate that the enclosure protect the chickens from predators.390 And, Buffalo, Cleveland, and Colorado Springs require that the chickens have access to an outdoor run.391

Two cities stand at odds on the issue of keeping chickens within solid walls. Baltimore prohibits chickens from being confined in a cage entirely of solid walls,392 while Corpus Christi, to avoid large setbacks, requires that chickens be confined entirely within solid walls.393

And some cities have entirely unique ordinances. Irving is concerned with protecting chickens from inclement weather; it requires protection from the direct rays of the sun when the temperature is over 90 degrees and protection from direct exposure to wind when the temperature is below 50 degrees.394 Jersey City's ordinance stands out for its thoughtfulness.395 It requires that the coop contain windows if possible, that the coop be white-washed or painted, and that the coop contain removable perches and nests, so that they can be cleaned on a regular basis.396 Rochester does not allow fowl to be kept in a cellar.397 And San Antonio requires that the coop be built so that the chicken's feet do not fall through the floor.398

d. Giving Authority Over Coop Requirements to a City Official

Instead of legislating coop requirements through City Council, four cities delegate to some other city official. San Francisco requires the coop structure to be approved by the Department of Health;399 Washington, D.C., assigns it to the Director of the Department of Human Services.400 Columbus requires its Health Commissioner to approve the structure.401 St. Louis allows its Animal Health Commissioner to set standards for coop construction.402 And finally, Rochester mandates that the coop will, at all times, be subject to inspection and subject to the orders of its Chief of Police.403

e. Feed and Water Requirements

Eleven cities are concerned that chickens receive enough food and water.404 Most of these simply mandate that chickens receive adequate or sanitary food and water, but three of the cities show special concern with the chicken's welfare. Long Beach and Los Angeles require chickens to be given water every 12 hours.405 Memphis and Omaha require that the chickens not only be given sufficient food but also "wholesome" food and water.406 And Buffalo requires that chickens be fed only through an approved

387. E.g., Arlington, Tex., Ordinances Governing Animals §1.01 Secure Enclosure (2010); Glendale, Cal., Mun. Code §6.04.040 (2011); Lin- coln, Neb., Mun. Code §6.04.050 (2011) (requiring that, if a coop is less than 7,500 square feet, that the flooring be made of hard surface material); New Orleans, La., Code of Ordinances §18-2.1(a)(1) (2011); Plano, Tex., Code of Ordinances §4-1 Secure Enclosure & Shelter (2011); Santa Ana, Calif., Code of Ordinances §5.6(b)(2) (2010) (providing that the "floors of every such building shall be smooth and tight").
390. Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.3(B)(3) & 4 (2009); Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b)(1)(D). See also Nashville-David- son, Memo from John Cooper, Director Metropolitan Council Office, to All Members of Metropolitan Council (Sept. 1, 2009) (on file with author) (providing that coops must be kept in a predator-proof enclosure).
396. Id.
397. Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-19 (no date listed).
400. Wash., D.C., Mun. Regulations for Animal Control §902.7(c) (no date listed).
401. Columbus, Ohio, City Code §221.05(b) (2011).
403. Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-19 (no date listed).
6. Permit Requirements

Thirty-eight cities require a permit to keep chickens under certain circumstances. Like all of the other regulations, there is very little consistency. Eleven cities require permits for more than a maximum number of chickens. The average number the city allows before requiring a permit is seven. The average is high because San Diego allows up to 20 chickens before seeking a permit. The median is five and the mode, with three cities, Saint Louis, Santa Ana and Spokane, is four. Two cities, El Paso and San Jose, allow for six. And, two cities, Portland and Witchita allow for three. Two cities require a permit if one seeks to place the chickens within the legislated setbacks. And one city, Riverside, only requires a permit if one wants to keep roosters.

The remaining 24 cities require a permit to keep chickens under all circumstances. Permit renewal periods and fees also differ substantially among cities. Of the cities that require permits to keep chickens in all circumstances, there is little agreement for how long these permits should last or how much they should cost. At least 10 of them require permit holders to renew annually. Two have an initial term of one year, but then either allow or require five-year permits after that. Cleveland has a biennial permit. Mobile allows for the permit to remain valid until revoked by the health officer. And several simply don’t specify how long the permit will last.

There is also a lot of variety among cities in where to go to get the permit. Cleveland, Columbus, Omaha, and Norfolk grant the public health departments the authority to grant permits; Newark gives it to the Director of the Department of Child and Family Well-Being; Sacramento to the Animal Care Services Operator; Tacoma to the Animal Care Services Operator.

409. El Paso, Tex., Mun. Code §7.24.020 (2011) (requiring permit if more than six); Lincoln, Neb., Mun. Code §6.04.040 (2011) (requiring permit if more than five, if fowl weigh over five pounds and more than 20 for fowl between three and five pounds); Plano, Tex., Code of Ordinances §4-81 (2011) (requiring permit if more than 10); Portland, Or., City Code §13.05.015(E) (2011) (requiring permit if more than three); San Antonio, Tex., Code of Ordinances §§5-109(c) (2011) (requiring permit if more than five); San Diego, Cal., Mun. Code §42.0713 (2011) (requiring permit if more than 25); San Jose, Cal., Code of Ordinances §7.60.700(A) (2007) (requiring permit if more than six); Santa Ana, Cal., Code of Ordinances §7.6 (2011) (requiring permit if more than four); Spokane, Wash., Mun. Code §§17C-310.100 & 10.20.015(c) (no date listed) (requiring permit if more than four); St. Louis, Mo., Code of Ordinances §§10.20.015(c) (2010) (requiring permit if more than four); Wichita, Kan., Code of Ordinances §6.04.157 (2011) (requiring permit if more than one).
to the City Clerk, and Boston to the Inspectional Services Department. Most cities, however, do not state in the ordinance by what means a person actually procures a permit.

Three cities use the permit process to make sure that would-be chicken owners have the consent of their neighbors. St. Paul, Minnesota, requires that an applicant show, through written consent, that 75% of the owners or occupants of property within 150 feet have given permission for the chickens. Las Vegas requires written consent of neighbors within 350 feet. Buffalo and Milwaukee also require written consent from adjacent landowners to secure a permit. Riverside, California, allows residents to keep hens without a permit, but requires a permit, with written permission from the neighbors, to keep more than six roosters.

Finally, some cities use the permitting schemes to ensure that chicken owners comply with a long list of regulations. For instance, Buffalo has set forth a labyrinthine process for securing a “chicken license.” It requires the license seeker to provide his name, address, number of chickens sought, and the location of the coop. The city then notifies neighboring landowners with property within 50 feet of the applicant’s property of the application and allows them to provide written comments. The city also notifies the mayor and City Council. If the city clerk does not receive any comments, the clerk can issue a license for up to five hens. But if anyone lodges a negative comment, then the permit goes to City Council and Council must determine, after taking in the entire record before it, if the city will grant the license. If the Council approves it, it goes to the mayor, who has the power to veto it; if he does so—it would require a 2/3 majority at the following Council meeting to pass. If the permit is granted, then the Animal Control Officer must inspect the coop before the licensee is actually allowed to get chickens. Then, the licensee has to procure a separate license from the building department to build the chicken coop.

And then Buffalo requires similar procedures for renewing the license each year. Each license automatically expires on June 1. From May 1 to June 1, the city opens up a comment period for anyone to complain about licensed chickens. The City Council is to consider all of these comments and any rebuttals to them before deciding whether to renew the license. The City Council can also revoke the license at any time if it hears any complaints about the licensee.

This licensing scheme appears designed to ameliorate concerns that the city will be overwhelmed with complaints. But the resources the city puts into this process and the time it is requiring councilmembers and the mayor to put into it if a single person registers a negative comment must far outweigh any resources the city would be using to prosecute rogue chickens owners.

Many cities also charge fees for these permits. Because many cities do not list their fees on any publicly accessible website, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions on the norm for how much a city charges. But, 14 cities’ fees were identified. Three of the 14 charged an initial fee, Milwaukee charged a $25 initial fee, Minneapolis $50, and St. Paul $72. Thirteen cities, including Minneapolis and St. Paul, charged annual fees. The fees ranged from specifying that the permit would be free to $50 per year. The average annual fee was $29, although no city charged that amount. The median fee and the mode are both $25 per year. Two cities legislated late charges into the statute, Lincoln has a $25 late fee, and Madison charges $5 if a permit is renewed late. Finally, Minneapolis gives a $50 discount from the annual fee if a licensee renews for five years, instead of paying $40 a year, one can pay $150 for a five-year period.

426. E.g., Charlotte, N.C., Code of Ordinances §3-102(a) (2010) (providing that the ‘bureau’ will issue the permit); Jersey City, N.J., Code of Ordinances §90-7 (2011) (providing that the "licensing issuing authority" will grant the permit).
427. St. Paul, Minn., §198.04(b) (2011): The applicant for any permit required under the provisions of section 198.02 shall provide with the application the written consent of seventy-five (75) percent of the owners or occupants of privately or publicly owned real estate within one hundred fifty (150) feet of the outer boundaries of the premises for which the permit is being requested or, in the alternative, proof that applicant’s property lines are one hundred fifty (150) feet or more from any structure. However, if there is a street separating the premises for which the permit is being requested from other neighboring property, no consent is required from the owners or occupants of property located on the opposite side of the street. Where a property within one hundred fifty (150) feet consists of a multiple dwelling, the applicant need obtain only the written consent of the owner or manager, or other person in charge of the building.
429. Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.2 (2009) (“No hen shall be allowed without the express written consent of all residents residing on property adjacent to that of the applicant.”); Milwaukee, Wis., Code of Ordinances §78-6.5 (2011) (Before a permit is issued for the keeping of chickens, the applicant shall obtain the written consent of the owner of the property where the chickens shall be kept and owners of all directly or diagonally abutting properties, including those across an alley.”)
432. Buffalo, N.Y., City Charter §3-19.
434. Id.
435. Id.
437. Supra note 436 and accompanying text.
438. Id.
440. Madison, Wis., Code of Ordinances §9.52 (no date listed).
441. Minneapolis, Minn., Code of Ordinances §70.10(g) (2011).
7. Slaughtering

Thirteen cities regulate slaughtering; however, of those, only six ban slaughtering altogether. Three cities, Buffalo, Charlotte, and Pittsburgh, allow chickens to be slaughtered, but require that it not occur outdoors or in a public place. Cleveland allows a chicken to be slaughtered on site, but only if it is meant to be consumed on the occupant’s premises. San Francisco requires that any slaughter occur in an “entirely separate” room than the one that fowl occupy. Rochester requires a poulterer’s license to both keep chickens and slaughter them. And, Glendale, in keeping with its aversion to rats described above, only allows for slaughter if it occurs in a rat-proof structure.

Several other cities only ban slaughter if a person is killing another’s chickens without permission. Chesapeake is particularly concerned with dogs killing chickens. Chesapeake mandates compensation of no more than $10 per fowl, if a dog or hybrid dog kills a chicken.

Finally, several cities stand directly opposed concerning the killing of chickens for animal sacrifice. Chicago’s ordinance banning the slaughter of chickens is directed toward chickens killed for animal sacrifice; it provides in the ordinance that this “section is applicable to any cult that kills (sacrifices) animals for any type of ritual, regardless of whether or not the flesh or blood of the animal is to be consumed.” Witchita, however, while banning the slaughter of chickens, states that the ordinance does not apply “to the slaughter of animals as part of religious practices.” And, Los Angeles expressly allows slaughter both for food and religious purposes.

8. Roosters

Many cities that allow for hens ban roosters. Twenty-six cities prohibit roosters. Of these cities, four have exceptions: Phoenix will allow a rooster only if it is incapable of making vocal noises; Rochester and San Jose will allow roosters under four months of age; and, Sacramento only prohibits roosters on developed lots used exclusively for residential purposes. Fort Wayne does not say anything about roosters, but its ordinance effectively bans them by defining poultry only as “laying hens.”

Many cities, instead of banning roosters altogether impose very large setbacks for roosters, require a larger property size for roosters, or relegate roosters to agriculturally zoned land. Four cities require relatively large setbacks for roosters: Cleveland requires 100-foot setbacks; Kansas City, 300 feet; Oklahoma City, 400 feet; and, Glendale, California, requires 500 feet. Wichita will also allow for roosters if they are more than 500 feet from any residentially zoned lot.

---

442. Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.3(d) (2009); Charlotte, N.C., Code of Ordinances §3-102(c)(4) (2010); Chl., Ill., Code of Ordinances §17-12-300 (2011); Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b) (2011); Glendale, Cal., Mun. Code §8.48.020 (2011); Madison, Wis., Code of Ordinances §2809.9(b)(6) (no date listed); Milwaukee, Wis., Code of Ordinances §78-6.5(b)(3)(b) (2011); Nashville-Davidson, Tenn. Memo from John Cooper, Director Metropolitan Councill Office, to All Members of Metropolitan Council (Sept. 1, 2009) (on file with author); Pittsburgh, Pa., Code of Ordinances §911.04.A.2 (2011); Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-12 (no date listed); Sacramento, Cal., City Code §9.44.860 (2011); San Francisco, Cal., Health Code §37(d)(5) (2011); Wichita, Kan., Code of Ordinances §6.04.175(p) (2011).

443. Chl., Ill., Code of Ordinances §17-12-300 (2011) (“No person shall own, keep or otherwise possess, or slaughter any sheep, goat, pig, cow or the young of such species, poultry, rabbit, dog, cat, or any other animal, intending to use such animal for food purposes.”); Madison, Wis., Code of Ordinances §2809.9(b)(6) (no date listed) (“No person shall slaughter any chickens.”); Milwaukee, Wis., Code of Ordinances §78-6.5(b)(3)(b) (2011); (“No person shall slaughter any chickens.”); Nashville-Davidson, Tenn. Memo from John Cooper, Director Metropolitan Council Office, to All Members of Metropolitan Council (Sept. 1, 2009) (on file with author); Sacramento, Cal., City Code §9.44.860 (2011) (“No hen chickens shall be slaughtered on any developed lot used exclusively for residential purposes.”); Wichita, Kan., Code of Ordinances §6.04.175(p) (2011) (prohibiting slaughtering “on residentially zoned lots or lots utilized for residential purposes.”).

444. Buffalo, N.Y., City Code §341-11.3(d) (2009) (“There shall be no outdoor slaughtering of chicken hens.”); Charlotte, N.C., Code of Ordinances §3-102(c)(4) (2010); (providing that any slaughter “shall be done only in a humane and sanitary manner and shall not be done open to the view of any public area or adjacent property owned by another”); Pittsburgh, Pa., Code of Ordinances §911.04.A.2 (2011) (“Killing or dressing of poultry raised on the premises shall be permitted if conducted entirely within an enclosed building.”).

445. Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b) (2011).


447. Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-12 (no date listed).


455. Phoenix, Ariz., City Code §8-7(c) (2011). Removing a roosters vocal chords was routinely done by vets many years ago. But because of the extremely high mortality rate (over 50%) most vets will no longer perform this procedure. See Small and Backyard Flocks, Ky. U. Ext., http://www.ca.uky. edu/smallflocks/faq.html#Q31 (last visited July 8, 2012).

456. Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-19 (no date listed); San Jose, Cal., Code of Ordinances §7.60.820 (2007).

457. Sacramento, Cal., City Code §9.44.860(B) (2011).


459. Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b)(i)(c) (2011).


461. Oklahoma City, Okla., §198.010 (2011); Nashville-Davidson, Tenn., City Code §198.010 (2011); Rochester, N.Y., City Ordinances §30-19 (no date listed); San Jose, Cal., Code of Ordinances §7.60.820 (2007).


acreage for roosters: Cleveland requires at least one acre; Baton Rouge requires two acres; and Fremont California allows one rooster for ½ acre, and two roosters for more than one acre. Three cities, Anaheim, Arlington, and Dallas, regulate roosters to agriculturally zoned land. Many cities do not ban roosters but have noise regulations that would effectively cause any rooster to be a nuisance, at least a rooster that crows.

Finally, nine cities expressly allow for roosters. Most of these cities, however, limit the number of roosters allowed. Three cities allow for only one rooster. Two cities allow for two roosters. El Paso allows for up to three roosters with a permit. And Riverside allows up to six and only requires a permit to keep seven or more roosters. San Diego and San Francisco allow for unlimited roosters; however, San Francisco animal control authorities stated that they do not recommend that San Franciscans keep roosters due to the number of complaints they have received concerning roosters.

And, winning the award for most eccentric rooster ordinance is the city that allows roosters conjugal visits. While this city is not within the top 100 surveyed, Hopewell Township, New Jersey, as discussed above, allows roosters that are certified disease-free to visit a hen flock for 10 days out of every year.

Most cities regulate chickens within the animal code. This also appears to be the best option for where to place regulations affecting chickens within a city’s codified ordinances. This is the natural place for a person to look to see if the city allows chickens. By placing the regulation within the animal code, it also allows for all of the regulations affecting chickens to be in one place. This will help a chicken owner to more easily find and follow the city’s law.

If a city still wishes to incorporate zoning restrictions within a chicken ordinance, the city can easily do so within the unified ordinance located within the animal section by restricting chickens to certain zones. And if a city wishes to require a permit to keep chickens, the permit requirement may also easily be placed in a unified ordinance.

### 2. Chickens Should Be Limited to a Small Flock

A chicken ordinance should allow for at least four chickens. Because chickens are flock animals, they do not thrive when left alone. And, because chickens enforce a dominant social order by harassing new chicks, it is always best to introduce at least two chicks to a new flock. By allowing a minimum of four chickens, the city does not leave a chicken owner in a position of having to leave a hen in a solitary environment if another chicken dies. It also allows the chicken owner to introduce at least two new chicks to an existing flock of two.

The model ordinance sets out a maximum of six chickens. This number is still below the average number of chickens allowed in most cities, but is sufficient to keep a balanced backyard flock. Six hens will allow plenty of eggs for the henkeepers, while still allowing an owner to keep

### V. Model Ordinance

#### A. Reasons Behind the Choices in the Model Ordinance

Because many cities are recognizing that keeping chickens in the city should be allowed, but would like to regulate it properly so that the city can stop any nuisances before they arise, a model ordinance is provided below. Through surveying the ordinances of the most populous American cities, many types of regulatory schemes have already been identified and discussed. While different regulatory schemes may work better for different kinds of cities, depending on the density and variety of their residential, commercial, and industrial neighborhoods, the model ordinance provided should be easy to adapt to any city. First, each section of the model ordinance will be described and the reasons for choosing the regulation will be set out. Then, the model ordinance will be set out in full.

#### 1. Chickens Should Be Regulated in a Unified Ordinance Within the Section Concerning Animals

---

464. Cleveland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances §347.02(b)(1)(c) (2011).
468. E.g., Anchorage, Alaska, Code of Ordinances §17.10.015 (2011); Bakersfield, Cal., Mun. Code §6.04.230 (2011); Columbus, Ohio, City Code §3257.14(A) (2011) (“No person shall keep or harbor any animal which howls, barks, or emits audible sounds that are unreasonably loud or disturbing and which are of such character, intensity and duration as to disturb the peace and quiet of the neighborhood or to be detrimental to life and health of any individual.”); Corpus Christi, Tex., Code of Ordinances §§31-2 (2011); Greensboro, N.C., Code of Ordinances §§30-8.11-3(B) (2011) (“No poultry animals that make sounds clearly audible off-site are permitted.”); Lexington-Fayette, Ky., Code of Ordinances §4-12 (2011); Nashville-Davidson, Tenn., Mun. Code §8.12.010 (2011) (“It is unlawful for any person to keep any dog, bird or fowl which, by causing frequent or loud continued noise, disturbs the comfort or repose of any person in the vicinity.”); Raleigh, N.C., Code of Ordinances §12-5007 (2011); St. Louis, Mo., Code of Ordinances §§15.50.040 (2010).
473. Riverside, Cal., Code of Ordinances §§6.05.010 & 6.05.020 (2011).
474. San Diego, Cal., Mun. Code §42.0708 (2011); San Francisco, Cal., Health Code §37 (2011); Interview with San Francisco animal control (on file with author).
hens that no longer produce many eggs but are still valued by the owner for their companionship.

Cities may want to consider allowing even more chickens. Allowing more chickens will allow owners to keep chickens that are no longer producing eggs. Chicken owners who raise hens for eggs may feel pressured to rid themselves of older hens when they are faced with limitations on their flock.\footnote{E.g., Kim Severson, When the Problems Come Home to Roost, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22, 2009, http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/23/dining/23sfdine.html.} This has raised concerns in some areas that those chickens will burden animal shelters.\footnote{Id.} Allowing a slightly larger flock may help to alleviate any burden.

3. Lot Size Should Not Be Restricted

The majority of cities do not require a specific lot size before a person can keep chickens. Lot size restrictions, moreover, often do little more than prohibit the majority of city residents from keeping hens. The concern that cities are mainly addressing through lot size, that of making sure that chickens are not located too close to neighbors, can better be addressed through setbacks.

For this reason, the model ordinance does not restrict through lot size. If a city has a wide variety of lot sizes, however, a city may wish to allow more hens for larger lot sizes. The city, for instance, can legislate a maximum number of chickens for lot sizes of ½ acre or below, and then increase the number of chickens for larger lot sizes.

4. Setbacks

Because there is a universal concern with keeping chickens too close to neighbors, a setback, rather than lot size, provides the best solution for this concern. A setback actually ensures that the chickens will be kept at an appropriate distance from neighbors without unduly restricting people who own smaller properties from owning chickens. The model ordinance proposes a setback of 25 feet from the doors or windows of any dwelling or occupied structure other than the owner’s dwelling. This setback is less than the median setback of 80 feet and the most popular setback of 50 feet, but is in line with the setbacks of many cities that have recently amended their ordinances. A setback of 25 feet is far enough that any noise or odor from the hens should not cause nuisance to the neighbors, while allowing homeowners in smaller properties to keep hens. The addition of requiring the setback to be from doors or windows also allows more flexibility for where a coop can be placed, while still ensuring that it will not annoy neighbors.

Setbacks from a neighboring residence make sense because it can be assumed that no one wants someone keeping any pet, including chickens, very close to their house. A setback from the property line, however, may make less sense depending on where on the property chickens are kept. While a neighbor may be concerned that his neighbor does not build a coop abutting his property that is also right next to a frequently used patio or deck, these sorts of setbacks may also overreach. For instance, these setbacks may require a coop to be located far from a little-used or overgrown part of a neighbor’s property. It may also require the coop to be located far from an area of the neighbor’s property where a garage or shed already provides a barrier. For these reasons, setbacks from property lines should be employed with care. But, it is understandable that a neighbor would not want a coop built directly next to a frequently used area of the yard, nor does a neighbor want to be responsible for cleaning errant droppings. For this reason, the model ordinance proposes minimal setbacks from property lines along the lines of the newly passed ordinances in Cleveland and Buffalo, of five feet from the side yard and 18 inches from the rear yard line.

Finally, the model ordinance provides that chickens may not be kept in the front yard. Because most cities are justifiably concerned that easily accessible chickens will attract vandalism, theft, or pranks, or possibly cause neighborhood dogs to behave in a predatory manner, instead of setting elaborate setbacks from the street, it is more efficient and more clear to simply ban chickens from the front yard.

5. Sanitation Requirements

The model ordinance requires that the coop and outdoor enclosure be kept in a sanitary condition and free from offensive odors. It also requires that the coop and outdoor enclosure be cleaned on a regular basis to prevent the accumulation of animal waste. The model ordinance does not go into further detail because more stringent cleaning requirements will be difficult to police and impossible to enforce. A city inspector will be able to tell if a coop is clean and odor-free when inspecting the coop. Unless the city inspector monitors a coop closely with daily visits, the inspector will be unable to tell if an owner cleaned it daily, or every other day, or weekly. It is unlikely that any city inspector would want to devote that much time to surveillance of chicken coops.

Also, because there are several different methods for cleaning a coop, and there continue to be new innovations in chicken-keeping and maintenance (witness the evolution of cat litter over the past few decades), legislating one particular method of cleaning might foreclose more efficient, more sanitary, and more attractive cleaning options. The city’s concern is with sanitation and odor. Thus, the city should address its regulations to these concerns, rather than to more specific cleaning methods.

Concerns with flies will also be taken care of through requiring clean and odor-free coops and enclosures. As flies are attracted to waste, any problem with flies should be eliminated through requiring a sanitary coop. Rats are attracted to easily procured food. If the city is particularly concerned with rats, it may add that chicken feed be kept in a rat-proof container. But this regulation appears
unnecessary in light of the fact that many people keep dog and cat food in bulk, as well as food for their own consumption, without regulations that the food be kept in a rat-proof container. There is no logical basis for the belief that rats will be more attracted to chicken feed than other food. If a city is concerned that feed scattered on the ground will attract rats, instead of legislating a rat-proof container for keeping the feed, a city may be better off following Buffalo’s lead by prohibiting feed from being scattered on the ground and requiring chickens to be fed from a trough.

6. Enclosures

The model ordinance provides specific requirements for coops and outdoor runs. It also requires that hens should remain in the coop or outdoor run at all times, except when an adult is directly supervising the hen.

First, the model ordinance requires a covered, predator-proof coop or cage that is well-ventilated and designed to be easily accessed for cleaning. It also requires that the coop provide at least two square feet per hen. Finally, it requires that the birds have access to an outdoor run that is adequately fenced to contain the birds on the property and prevent predators from access to the birds. This ordinance is designed to address the city’s concerns with odor, with the chicken’s well-being, and with not attracting predators looking for an easy meal. The ordinance allows for only two square feet per hen to give each hen adequate space, but also to allow for a smaller coop size that can help to keep birds warm in the winter. The ordinance avoids giving too many instructions on building a coop that could preclude future innovations in coop design. If the city, however, wants to prohibit coops over a specific dimension, or will waive a building permit for coops under a specific dimension that are not permanent structures, the city can easily insert such a provision here.

The model ordinance also provides that chickens should not be allowed out of their coops, except when supervised by an adult. This addresses a city’s concern with chickens running free on the streets while also recognizing that owners will need to remove hens from the coop and run occasionally to clean the areas, to inspect a bird more closely, or to allow a chicken to briefly roam the yard or garden to forage for fresh greens.

7. Slaughtering

The model ordinance prohibits slaughtering chickens outdoors. Because many people are concerned that neighbors or neighbors’ children will accidentally witness a bird being killed and are also concerned with the lack of hygiene in backyard butchering, this regulation is included in the ordinance. Also, because most backyard hen enthusiasts are raising hens for eggs and companionship, and not for meat, most will not object to this regulation.

8. Roosters

The model ordinance prohibits roosters. It does so because roosters are noisy and are much more likely to bother neighbors than hens. Because, as discussed above, most backyard hen enthusiasts are interested in eggs, and roosters are not necessary to egg production, prohibiting roosters will not likely meet with much objection.

Because bringing in a rooster on occasion can help to cheaply and easily propagate a flock, cities may explore rooster “conjugal visits,” like Hopewell township has done. While the township’s regulation attracted press because of its eccentricity, it was a thoughtful solution to the practical effects of banning roosters. Most hen owners, however, are willing to add to their flocks through other means where they can be better assured of procuring only female fowl.

9. Permits

The model ordinance, following the ordinances of many other cities, does not require a permit, as long as the ordinance is followed. Because chickens are novel to many communities, city officials naturally want to closely monitor how well owners are maintaining their flocks. But, regulating through a permitting or licensing process, dedicating a city official to overseeing it, and maintaining the records that such a process will require appears to be an inefficient use of city resources. It is also expensive for owners to pay permitting fees on an annual basis and is a barrier to entry to keeping chickens to those with low or modest incomes. The fees that some cities charge, over $50 annually, effectively prohibit poorer people from owning chickens.

The permitting process, moreover, does not necessarily give the city more control. If the city prohibits hens unless its ordinance is followed, it can enforce its laws in the same way that it enforces its laws against errant dog, cat, or bird owners. Requiring a permit, thus, appears to provide an unnecessary, inefficient, and expensive layer to the process of legalizing hens.

The model ordinance does require a permit, however, if the chicken owner puts forth a proposal for why she should not have to comply with the city’s regulations—for instance if the owner wishes to keep more than the maximum amount of hens, wishes to keep hens in a multi-familial dwelling, wishes to keep hens on a parcel of land that is unconnected to a dwelling, or wishes to keep a rooster.

This permit is set up to allow people to keep chickens within setbacks, or to allow for more intensive chicken-keeping for urban agricultural uses, perhaps on an urban farm or market garden. As urban agriculture gains support and becomes more prevalent in the city, this will allow for people who wish to keep more chickens, or keep a rooster, as part of a market garden a set path for doing so without seeking to amend the ordinance. The permit process is designed to allow for more flexibility within the ordinance, while still laying down firm standards that all chicken owners must follow.

B. Model Ordinance

Below is a model ordinance designed for a city to either adopt or use as a starting point when deciding whether to allow hens in the city and how to regulate them:

(a) Purpose. The following regulations will govern the keeping of chickens and are designed to prevent nuisances and prevent conditions that are unsanitary or unsafe. No person shall keep chickens unless the following regulations are followed:

i. Number. No more than six (6) hens shall be allowed for each single-family dwelling.

ii. Setbacks. Coops or cages housing chickens shall be kept at least twenty-five (25) feet from the door or window of any dwelling or occupied structure other than the owner’s dwelling. Coops and cages shall not be located within five (5) feet of a side-yard lot line, nor within eighteen (18) inches of a rear-yard lot line. Coops and cages shall not be located in the front yard.

iii. Enclosure. Hens shall be provided with a covered, predator-proof coop or cage that is well-ventilated and designed to be easily accessed for cleaning. The coop shall allow at least two square feet per hen. Hens shall have access to an outdoor enclosure that is adequately fenced to contain the birds on the property and prevent predators from access to the birds. Hens shall not be allowed out of these enclosures unless a responsible individual, over 18 years of age, is directly monitoring the hens and able to immediately return the hens to the cage or coop if necessary.

iv. Sanitation. The coop and outdoor enclosure must be kept in a sanitary condition and free from offensive odors. The coop and outdoor enclosure must be cleaned on a regular basis to prevent the accumulation of waste.

v. Slaughtering. There shall be no outdoor slaughtering of chickens.

vi. Roosters. It is unlawful for any person to keep roosters.

(b) Permit. A permit shall not be required if the above regulations are followed. If a person wishes to keep more than the maximum allowed number of hens, wishes to keep hens within the setback required, wishes to keep hens in a multi-family dwelling, wishes to keep hens on a parcel of land that is unconnected to a dwelling, or wishes to keep a rooster, a permit will be required. An application for a permit must contain the following items:

a. The name, phone number, and address of the applicant.

b. The size and location of the subject property.

c. A proposal containing the following information.
   i. The number of hens the applicant seeks to keep on the property.
   ii. A description of any coops or cages or outdoor enclosures providing precise dimensions and the precise location of these enclosures in relation to property lines and adjacent properties.
   iii. The number of roosters the applicant seeks to keep on the property.

iv. If the applicant proposes to keep chickens in the yard of a multi-family dwelling, the applicant must present a signed statement from any and all owners or tenants of the multi-family dwelling consenting to the applicant’s proposal for keeping chickens on the premises.

v. If the applicant proposes to keep more chickens than allowed in the above ordinance or wishes to keep a rooster, the applicant must present a signed statement from all residents of property adjacent to or within 50 feet of the applicant’s property consenting to the applicant’s proposal for keeping chickens on the premises. If the applicant proposes to keep chickens within a required setback, the applicant must present a signed statement from all residents of the property affected by that setback.

(c) Permit Renewal. Permits will be granted on an annual basis. If the city receives no complaints regarding the permit holder’s keeping of chickens, the permit will be presumptively renewed and the applicant may continue to keep chickens under the terms and condition of the initial permit. The city may revoke the permit at any time if the permittee does not follow the terms of the permit, if the city receives complaints regarding the permit holder’s keeping of chickens, or the city finds that the permit holder has not maintained the chickens, coops, or outdoor enclosures in a clean and sanitary condition.